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List of amendments made to the draft Brunswick Street LDO and Statement of
Reasons

Section/Para
The Brunswick Street Site / 2.3

Amendment
Amend the final sentence as follows:
‘The former garage premises in the northern section
provide a frontage to Brunswick Street and also a
secondary retail frontage to Northumberland Place
occupied partly by the Teignmouth Arts Action Group &
Community Centre provide frontages to both
Northumberland Place and Brunswick Street.’

The Brunswick Street Site / 2.14

Amend the paragraph and add new one:
Ecology
‘The site has no ecological designations, It is however,
moderately close to the Teign Estuary county wildlife site,
approximately 175 metres to the west where the
provisions of Policy EN9 Important Habitats and Features
apply. it is within 10km of the Exe Estuary Special
Protection Area and Dawlish Warren Special Area of
Conservation. To comply with the Conservation of
Habitats and Species Regulations 2010, the developer
will be required to provide mitigation for additional incombination recreation effects on these European sites if
developing residential or holiday accommodation at
Brunswick Street. This is explained on the Council’s
website at http://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/hra . The
provisions of Policy EN10 European Wildlife Sites apply.
Roosting bats and nesting birds may use the existing
buildings. Bats and their roosts are protected by
Regulation 41 of the Conservation of Habitats and
Species Regulations 2010 and nesting birds are
protected under Section 1 of the Wildlife and Countryside
Act 1981. The provisions of Policy EN11 Legally
Protected and Priority Species apply. The Teign Estuary
County Wildlife Site, is less than 150 metres away to the
west – the provisions of Policy EN9 Important Habitats
and Features apply.’

The Brunswick Street Site / 2.19

Add a new paragraph as follows:
Community Mix

‘It is necessary for the development proposals to deliver a
mix of uses with a community related component to
properly reflect the local plan policy position and findings
from the technical supporting information, including
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Brunswick Street Feasibility Study and Design Guidance.
Relevant community space comprise of primarily Use
Classes D1 and D2, as defined in Schedule 2 of Section
4.’
Statement of Reasons / 3.2

Amend final sentence as follows:
‘The Brunswick Street site is located in the town centre of
Teignmouth, South Devon. It is bounded by a mixture of
buildings common to a coastal resort which also contains
the River Beach and the Arts Quarter.’

Statement of Reasons / 3.11

Add the following paragraph:
‘Once approved the Teignmouth Neighbourhood Plan
could provide further relevant guidance, particularly
regarding linkage between the site and wider town centre
area.’

The Local Development Order /
Schedule 1

Amend plan by removal of reference to ‘Garage’ for
northern section and add property numbering for 2, 3, 4 &
5 Northumberland Place.

The Local Development Order /
4.4

Add following wording to paragraph:
‘From the date of expiry of the Order no new uses or
changes of use will be allowed, without planning consent;
unless it is a permitted change of use as prescribed in the
Town and Country Planning (General Permitted
Development) (England) Order 2015 or successive
regulations.’

The Local Development Order /
4.12

Add a bullet point to Identified Planning Obligations
Infrastructure Funding sub-section as follows:


Important Habitats. Housing and hotel
development will be required to provide
mitigation for increased in-combination
recreational impacts on the Exe Estuary
Special Protection Area and Dawlish Warren
Special Area of Conservation. This is likely to
take the form of CIL and S106 contributions to
infrastructure and non-infrastructure mitigation
measures respectively.

(See TDC – Planning Advice Note: The Use of Section
106 in Teignbridge – February 2016 for further
information)
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The Local Development Order /
Schedule 3

Add a bullet point under Requirements:


The Local Development Order /
Schedule 3

The Local Development Order /
Schedule 3

Quantification of the net increase in number of
dwellings to be provided and whether affordable or
market housing and the number and size of rooms
to be provided in any hotel or other tourist
accommodation, to inform Habitat Regulations
Assessment.

Add a bullet point under Requirements:


Results of a bat & bird survey of the buildings to
be demolished/redeveloped, together with
appropriate mitigation measures, to be undertaken
by a suitably licensed and experienced bat worker.

Amend wording of first Reasons:
‘To ensure that the proposed development complies with
this Order (including accompanying design guidance &
habitat regulations assessment) and achieves high quality
and inclusive design.’

The Local Development Order /
Schedule 3

Add further guidance for compliance requirements:
‘Prior to the commencement of works on site in
connection with the development hereby permitted the
following information shall have first been submitted to
and approved by the Local Planning Authority and the
Local Planning Authority has certified that all necessary
details have been approved. All development shall be
carried out in accordance with the details so approved.











Statement of compliance
Internal and external layout plans of the proposed
development
Drawings of the proposed development’s external
appearance
Details of external facing materials
Details of the proposed means of access
Details of the proposed levels and heights of the
development and relationship with surrounding land
and buildings, including cross sections where
necessary to illustrate these
Details of the positions, design, materials and type of
boundary treatment
Details of the waste storage and collection
arrangements
A Heritage Statement
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All information submitted as a requirement of this
condition shall be made available for public viewing and
comment at least 28 days prior to approval by the Local
Planning Authority.
A fee shall be payable per proposed development to the
Local Planning Authority equal to £385 per 75 square
metres of gross external area of floorspace (or part
thereof) before the Local Planning Authority will publish
and consider any information submitted under this
condition.’
The Local Development Order /
Schedule 4

Amend wording under Conditions for Site Layout and
Building Heights and Scale:
‘Developers should refer to must comply with TDC’s
Brunswick Street, Teignmouth Site Capacity, Feasibility &
Design Guidance.(see Annex I containing Design
Guidance section)’

The Local Development Order /
Schedule 4

Amend wording under Conditions for Design and Access:
‘Developers should refer to must comply with TDC’s
(Development Management Service) Design and Access
Statement Guidance Notes’

The Local Development Order /
Schedule 4

Delete wording under Conditions for Transport:
‘Developers need to refer to TDC Planning Application
Validation Guide & Guidance on Transport Assessment.
(March 2007)’

The Local Development Order /
Schedule 4

Amend wording under Conditions for Surface Water
Drainage:
Surface Water Drainage Management
‘Any new development drainage should be managed in
accordance with SUDS SuDS guidance, including the use
of permeable surfaces and incorporation of green space.
(see Sustainable Drainage Design Guidance, DCC,
2015)’

The Local Development Order /
Schedule 4

Add wording under Conditions for Lighting:
‘Lighting shall be positioned /directed to prevent obtrusive
light and nuisance. Specifically lighting must minimise the
upward and outward spread of light near to and above the
horizontal, to neighbouring occupiers. Proposals will
require submission of details of lighting, proposed hours
of lighting, a layout plan with beam orientation and a
schedule of the equipment used in the design.’
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The Local Development Order /
Schedule 4

Amend wording under Conditions for Storage:
Storage Construction Management
No material that could become windborne shall be stored
on the site other than within buildings.
‘A construction management plan including details of dust
suppression techniques, noise reduction, hours of
working and also construction traffic management to be
undertaken during the course of construction to be
submitted and approved in writing by TDC.’

LDO Conformity Process / 5.3

Amend final sentence of paragraph as follows:
‘A list of key contacts will be provided in the LDO Guide
and include application consultation arrangements.’

Annex to LDO

Add Design Guidance section of the Site Capacity,
Feasibility & Design Guidance as Annex l to the Local
Development Order.
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Brunswick Street
Local Development Order and Statement of Reasons

Report on Representations

April 2016

1 Introduction
The Brunswick Street Local Development Order when made will support existing
local policies including Policy TE4 of the Teignbridge Local Plan. It has been
prepared to help streamline the planning process and enable redevelopment of land
and buildings at the Brunswick Street site as part of a wider initiative to facilitate
regeneration schemes in Teignmouth. It provides an opportunity to develop much
needed housing and community facilities in a prime location on land under public
sector ownership.
This report has been prepared to provide an overview of the responses that the
Council received to the Brunswick Street Local Development Order consultation that
was carried out from 4th September to 16th October 2015.
The draft documents were made available as part of a static display in the Council’s
main Forde House public reception area. They were provided to Teignmouth and
Newton Abbot public libraries and also at Teignmouth Town Council offices.
Public notification of the draft order and supporting information also included a press
release to the local newspaper and news article on the Council’s website.
A consultation drop in event was held on Wednesday 30 th September 2015 from
2pm to 8pm at the Methodist Hall, Somerset Place, Teignmouth. It was very well
attended and provided an opportunity for the local community to view the proposals
and discuss these with officers from the Spatial Planning Team.
The consultation has been undertaken as per Article 38 of the Town and Country
Planning (Development Management Procedure) (England) Order 2015 and
included an opportunity for anyone to make comments on the draft proposals.
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2 Responses to the Consultation
Consultation responses were invited:




through the use of a SNAP consultation survey for people to make on line
responses
by email directed to forwardplanning@teignbridge.gov.uk and
by letter

Formal representations on the draft Local Development Order were received during
the six week consultation period from 150 individuals and organisations. The majority
of respondents covered more than one subject on the document. A significant
percentage (78%) were focused on the northern parcel of the site and in particular
related to matters concerning Teignmouth Arts Action Group. (TAAG)
The following section (3) contains a summary format of representations, including
common points raised and how these have been addressed in the Local
Development Order and Statement of Reasons.
A second schedule provides a comprehensive account of responses received from
individuals, groups and businesses.
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3 Representations
A. TECHNICAL/COUNCIL

Respondent/s
Ref
D151

Name
Environment Agency

Response Summary
Conditions (Schedule 4)
Providing the redevelopment scheme proceeds in accordance with the Flood Risk
Assessment dated 5th August 2015 there are no objections to the proposal from the flood
risk aspect.
Officer Response
Noted.

Respondent/s
Ref
D152

Name
Historic England

Response Summary
Prior Information and Requirements (Schedule 3)
Table 1 (Schedule 3) requires an LDO Submission Form to be submitted with a statement of
how the development has had regard to achieving high quality and inclusive design in
accordance with the design guidance. The only real requirement is that the statement is
produced, not how it is assessed.
Conditions (Schedule 4)
Within the draft order the Conditions Table 2, Schedule 4, Site Layout, Building Heights and
Scale, Design and Access asks developers to “refer” to the design guidance. While referring
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to such a document is no doubt intended to be helpful, it does not provide the confidence
necessary to ensure that the functions of S66 & S72, Planning (Listed Buildings and
Conservation Areas) Act 1990) have been complied with.
General Comments
The LDO does not provide assurance that the development will comply with National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) paragraph 126. A mechanism therefore needs to be
found which provides for the design guidance to be given much greater weight in the Draft
LDO over and above the term “refer”.
Design Guidance
The design guidance gives some consideration to the historic environment. It outlines 4
options with a number of uses and building forms and layouts, all of which are broadly
compatible with the conservation area and the settings of the listed buildings and is
something that Historic England could support.
Officer Response
Prior Information and Requirements (Schedule 3)
Agree (in part) The essential requirements of the ‘statement’ are summarized in the fourth
bullet point. Further information on the assessment procedure to be carried out by the
Council will be contained in a forthcoming LDO Guide to be published with the full LDO and
Statement of Reasons.
Conditions (Schedule 4)
Agree. The conditions covering Site Layout, Building Heights and Scale, Design and Access
require a stronger steer from the Design Guidance context, as advocated. Therefore, the
final sentence for these conditions should be amended as follows: ‘Site Layout – Developers
should refer to must comply with TDC’s Brunswick Street, Teignmouth Site Capacity,
Feasibility & Design Guidance.’
General Comments
Agree. Given the importance of conservation area status of the LDO site and closely
adjoining listed buildings, and need to properly comply with para 126 of the NPPF, does
mean a tighter measure for developments should be introduced. Therefore, the Design
Guidance section (pages 39/51) needs to be incorporated as Annex I to the Local
Development Order.
Design Guidance
Noted.
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Respondent/s
Ref
D153

Name
Natural England

Response Summary
General Comments
Natural England does not consider that this Local Development Order poses any likely risk
or opportunity in relation to our statutory purpose, and so does not wish to comment on this
consultation.
The lack of comment from Natural England should not be interpreted as a statement that
there are no impacts on the natural environment. Other bodies and individuals may wish to
make comments that might help the Local Planning Authority (LPA) to fully take account of
any environmental risks and opportunities relating to this document.

Officer Response
Noted
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Respondent/s
Ref
D154

Name
South West Water

Response Summary
2 The Brunswick Street Site
South West Water would have no objection to the draft LDO.
Public sewers do however pass through some of the areas under consideration which will
for information require diversion to accommodate the development proposals.
Officer Response
Noted

Respondent/s
Ref
D155

Name
Devon County Council

Response Summary
3 Statement of Reasons
Devon County Council supports the aim of helping to streamline the planning process and
enable the redevelopment of land and buildings at the Brunswick Street site as part of a
wider initiative to facilitate regeneration schemes in Teignmouth. The Council is keen to help
ensure that redevelopment and improvement provides housing and community facilities in
this prime location.
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Prior information and requirements (Schedule 3)
The Council welcome the evaluation by TDC of proposals coming forward from developers,
to include criteria that strongly recognise community, including library facilities and ensure
appropriateness of design in the context of other local buildings.
The Council believe that proposals coming forward from developers should be strongly
evidenced when estimating market demand, including for retail, given changing retail
patterns and there still being a number of vacant retail units within Teignmouth, to ensure
little displacement occurs from other parts of the retail centre. We would wish to see this
recognised as part of the evaluation process.
Conditions (Schedule 4)
The Council understand that there is an overall lack of visitor bed spaces within Teignmouth
itself, particularly at the niche and high-end of the market and believe that the potential for
this should be explored when inviting proposals from developers, particularly to help
complement the continued regeneration of Teignmouth.
Design Guidance
It is hoped that development proposals for the Brunswick Street site will encourage potential
developers with aspirational propositions that include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Library facilities
Car parking provision to support town centre business footfall
Community and arts space
A hotel
Housing – including well designed and affordable housing

Regarding the potential for new library and community facilities at the Brunswick Street, we
welcome an active and ongoing dialogue with TDC to help deliver this, as part of our
aspiration for modern and fit for purpose library facilities across Devon and in Teignmouth.
Officer Response
3 Statement of Reasons
Noted
Prior information and requirements (Schedule 3)
The point about potential retail development is well made. It is covered by an economic
viability assessment of potential uses and mix of uses, including retail in the Brunswick
Street Feasibility Study. These findings will be available to the Council when assessing
submissions for conformity with the LDO. Ultimately, it will still be open for developers to
prepare schemes which may have a retail component, as identified in Schedule 2 as a
possible ground floor level use.
Conditions (Schedule 4)
Noted
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Design Guidance
Noted

Respondent/s
Ref
D156

Name
Teignmouth Town Council

Response Summary
General Comments
Teignmouth Town Council strongly recognise the significant regeneration and investment
that has taken place in Teignmouth in recent years and are aware of the positive changes
the town has undergone.
We are very keen for this positive momentum to continue and believe that the
redevelopment of Brunswick Street has the potential to contribute to this.
The Town Council are very keen to keep their ongoing involvement in this project, working
together with the local community in helping to encourage a broad range of high-quality
propositions to come forward for the Brunswick Street site.
In particular Teignmouth Town Council wishes to highlight our recently approved proposition
to work with Teignbridge District Council and Devon County Council to bring forward
potential new library facilities as part of the Brunswick Street redevelopment. This could
concentrate new and fit-for-purpose facilities in a centrally located and easily accessible part
of the town, helping to further drive footfall for neighbouring businesses.
5 LDO Conformity Process
The Town Council is very keen that a range of scoring criteria are adopted to help the
project evaluation process, thus ensuring that community and arts space is encouraged in
proposals; good design that reflects and enhances the historic character of the area is
scored highly and the potential for a range of innovative propositions comes forward, which
could include both budget and niche/boutique hotels - for which there is a need in
Teignmouth.
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Officer Response
General Comments
Noted
5 LDO Conformity Process
The LDO will allow for community uses to be developed which may include arts space. It is
a strong thread that has run through the whole preparation process and will add to a mix of
uses originally envisaged in the Local Plan. Criteria for assessing submission schemes are
contained primarily in Schedules 3 & 4 of the LDO and supporting information in Design
Guidance and Feasibility Study. Collectively these sources will provide a range of criteria
which will be weighed up depending upon the nature and scale of the submission. Hotel use
favoured by the Town Council has been recognised as a possible development option for
part of the site.

Respondent/s
Ref
D157

Name
Teignmouth Town Council Mayor

Response Summary
3 Statement of Reasons
There is an opportunity to come full circle and return to a position where Teignmouth is the
place to be. With the correct blend of contemporary facilities and traditional values, and a
connection with other regeneration schemes throughout the town, Brunswick Street has the
potential to be the final piece in the jigsaw.
There is an established range of art provision, from galleries to art workshops, and the
popularity of these creative facilities cannot be denied. With over thirty thousand visitors, a
well-established place within the affections of the local residents and user groups, and a
lively community hub, TAAG should remain as a fundamental part of any new development.
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The Arts Quarter and Riverbeach Community was formed and encapsulates what this
section of town is recognised for. It is vital that these people are fully engaged and
represented within the community element of this development.
Description of development permitted by the LDO (Schedule 2)
Potential future investments could include arts and community facilities, provision of high
quality adult education art and creativity, science and innovation, high quality
accommodation to the upper levels, modern state-of-the-art library plus educational facility,
such as recently developed in Exeter, and also visitor attractions building on our town's
quirkiness and local distinctiveness.
It is evident that an accessible, contemporary library facility with a range of services in tune
with the needs of the local residents should occupy part of the new Brunswick Street
development. The increase in footfall would not only benefit the economic regeneration of
this area, but would augment the library usage.
The new development could incorporate a provision of STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics) with educational activities which engage and inspire all ages
and abilities. The footprint of the site is fairly large and could feasibly incorporate a science
themed floor with a contemporary interactive museum.
General Comments
There is a desire for the local surgeries to occupy shared space within the town centre, and
with Teignbridge's aspirations for health and wellbeing, this might be an avenue to explore
further. With lift access to the first floor it would be accessible and blend well with the
information service provided by the library, ultimately improving the lives of local residents.
Design Guidance
Design code is of paramount importance and should provide a consistent palette of
materials and layout whilst reflecting and enhancing the surrounding architectural style. Also
significant is that the opportunity to create a statement and contemporary building, within
these parameters, is not overlooked.
Officer Response
3 Statement of Reasons
Agree. The valuable role played by Teignmouth arts sector is fully recognised in relevant
supporting policy documents prepared by TDC in recent years, including ‘A Vision for
Teignmouth’ that is clearly referenced at para 3.12 and on which Policy TE4 and the LDO is
based. The broad grassroots value of TAAG to the town and local catchment is fully
acknowledged.
Description of development permitted by the LDO (Schedule 2)
Noted
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General Comments
Noted
Design Guidance
Noted
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Respondent/s
Ref

Name

D2

Individual

D93

Teign Heritage

D104

Individual

D127

Individual

D143

Individual

B. INDIVIDUALS/VOLUNTARY GROUPS/BUSINESS

Response Summary
2 The Brunswick Street Site
Replacement of existing car parking spaces at Brunswick Street public car park must be a
priority.
Officer Response
Agree. Para 2.16 of the document confirms this point by stating that replacement car parking
provision will be required before development commences on the central section of the site.
Replacement car parking provision is also identified for financial contribution from
developers as a planning obligation in para 4.12.

Respondent/s
Ref

Name

Ref

Name

D1

Individual

D85

Individual

D3

Individual

D87

Individual

D11

Individual

D92

Individual

D53

Individual

D107

Individual

D54

Individual

D121

Individual

D67

Individual

D128

Individual
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Response Summary
3 Statement of Reasons
Loss of Brunswick Street car park is wrong and will have negative consequences for the
town centre.
Officer Response
Not accepted. The principle strategy of replacing car parking provision at Brunswick Street
to Quay Road and/or Teign Street carpark has already been established in Policy TE4 –
Regeneration Proposals of the Teignbridge Local Plan.

Respondent/s
Ref

Name

Ref

Name

D5

Individual

D73

Individual

D9

Cave Music Project

D86

Individual

D11

Individual

D87

Individual

D14

Individual

D95

Individual

D16

Individual

D97

Individual

D18

Individual

D99

Devon Senior Voice

D19

Individual

D101

Voyage Fair Trade

D41

Individual

D102

Individual

D42

Individual

D104

Individual

D44

Individual

D108

Individual

D46

Individual

D114

Individual

D49

Individual

D120

Individual

D51

Individual

D121

Individual

D58

Individual

D123

Individual

D62

Individual

D128

Individual

D65

Individual

D141

Individual

D69

Individual

D71

Individual
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Response Summary
3 Statement of Reasons
The emerging Arts Quarter centred on TAAG should be recognised.
Officer Response
Agree (in part) The value of the emerging Arts Quarter initiative for this part central
Teignmouth is acknowledged, including the focal role of TAAG. A suitable reference should
be made within Section 3 – Site context.

Respondent/s
Ref

Name

Ref

Name

D6

Individual

D93

Teign Heritage

D9

Cave Music Project

D105

Individual

D10

Individual

D109

Individual

D14

Individual

D112

Individual

D17

Individual

D115

Individual

D22

Individual

D114

Individual

D24

Teignmouth Art Society

D117

Individual

D44

Individual

D120

Individual

D45

Individual

D121

Individual

D48

Individual

D123

Individual

D50

Individual

D126

Individual

D56

Individual

D128

Individual

D59

Individual

D129

Individual

D63

Individual

D130

Individual

D68

Individual

D137

Individual

D72

Individual

D138

Individual

D141

Individual
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Response Summary
3 Statement of Reasons
The arts make an important contribution to the local economy (and to the attractiveness of
the town to local residents and to visitors).
Officer Response
Agree. The valuable role played by Teignmouth arts sector is fully recognised in relevant
supporting policy documents prepared by TDC in recent years, including ‘A Vision for
Teignmouth’ that is clearly referenced at para 3.12 and on which Policy TE4 and the LDO is
based.

Respondent/s
Ref

Name

Ref

Name

D4

Individual

D66

Individual

D10

Individual

D68

Individual

D13

Individual

D70

Alphington Art Group

D17

Individual

D81

Individual

D23

Individual

D83

Individual

D25

Individual

D85

Individual

D29

Individual

D95

Individual

D34

Individual

D101

Voyage Fair Trade

D36

Individual

D103

Individual

D37

Individual

D104

Individual

D42

Individual

D108

Individual

D46

Individual

D110

Individual

D48

Helen Foundation

D119

Individual

D55

Individual

D137

Individual

D56

Individual

D138

Individual

D58

Individual

D145

Individual
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D59

Individual

D150

Dawlish Art Group

Response Summary
3 Statement of Reasons
The TAAG building should become a focus in the redevelopment of the Brunswick Street
area. (It seems to be ignored in the plans for the area)
Officer Response
Agree (in part) Under the draft terms of the LDO, the TAAG Centre may be refurbished
along with a few other existing buildings, (as detailed in Property Reviews on the Brunswick
Street Area) subject to future development submission/s. Community based uses which may
include arts based facilities have been allowed for in the LDO, under Schedule 2. This type
of use has been explored and forms part of the supporting information contained in the
Design Guidance and Feasibility Study.

Respondent/s
Ref

Name

Ref

Name

D6

Individual

D55

Individual

D8

Individual

D57

Individual

D9

Cave Music Project

D59

Individual

D15

Individual

D60

Individual

D16

Individual

D61

Individual

D17

Individual

D67

Individual

D20

Individual

D71

Individual

D21

Individual

D72

Individual

D22

Individual

D79

Individual

D24

Teignmouth Art Society

D82

Individual

D29

Individual

D84

Individual

D30

Individual

D85

Individual
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D31

Individual

D88

Individual

D33

Individual

D89

Teignmouth RNLI

D35

Individual

D90

Individual

D36

Individual

D91

Individual

D37

Individual

D95

Individual

D39

Individual

D102

Individual

D40

Individual

D103

Individual

D47

Individual

D108

Individual

D48

Individual

D109

Individual

D53

Individual

D113

Individual

D150

Dawlish Art Group

Response Summary
3 Statement of Reasons
TAAG facility is a key community based resource.
Officer Response
Agree. The broad grassroots value of TAAG to the town and local catchment is fully
acknowledged.
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Respondent/s
Ref

Name

Ref

Name

D22

Individual

D63

Individual

D24

Teignmouth Art Society

D74

Newton Abbot Art Group

D28

Individual

D76

Individual

D32

Individual

D79

Individual

D46

Individual

D83

Individual

D48

Helen Foundation

D84

Individual

D52

Individual

D125

Individual

Response Summary
LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
TAAG should remain at 4/5 Northumberland Place (and removed from the proposed LDO
Site Boundary).
Officer Response
Noted. Whether or not TAAG stays at 4/5 Northumberland Place is primarily an estates
matter between the group and TDC as landowner rather than LDO purview. Suggested
amendment to the boundary does not alter this position.

Respondent/s
Ref

Name

Ref

Name

D5

Individual

D90

Individual

D15

Individual

D96

Individual

D16

Individual

D97

Individual

D22

Individual

D103

Individual

D23

Individual

D104

Individual

D28

Individual

D108

Individual
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D37

Individual

D110

Individual

D39

Individual

D119

Individual

D41

Individual

D130

Individual

D56

Individual

D131

Individual

D62

Individual

D133

Individual

D64

Individual

D137

Individual

D83

Individual

D144

Individual

D85

Individual

D145

Individual

Response Summary
LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
LDO should be updated to recognise the TAAG building. (not as the former Swanson’s
Garage)

Officer Response
Agree (in part) The reference to ‘Garage’ should be removed from the LDO Site Boundary
map which is no longer relevant following the closure of the garage several years ago. It
would be helpful to instead show the property numbering (‘4/5’) for Northumberland Place,
along with ‘2’ and ‘3’ to the north of the TAAG Centre. There is however no requirement to
replace the description with ‘TAAG’ or ‘TAAG Centre’ because only broad definitions are
shown on the ordinance survey base. A suitable reference to the ‘TAAG Centre’ should
though be made within Section 2 – The Brunswick Street Site. (Detailed description of the
area)
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Respondent/s
Ref

Name

D56

Individual

D64

Individual

D80

Individual

D97

Individual

D104

Individual

Response Summary
Description of development permitted by the LDO (Schedule 2)
Development proposals should include affordable housing/affordable commercial premises,
to help local people into housing and jobs.

Officer Response

Agree (in part) The present scope of Schedule 2 would allow for the forms of development
suggested. Clear guidance on the level of affordable housing is set out in the Conditions
table, final entry. There is no underlying policy requirement within the Local Plan, however, to
propose affordable commercial premises such as small offices or workspaces. Furthermore,
the Feasibility Study for Brunswick Street shows that these uses represent the lowest overall
potential in terms of future market demand and therefore a weak component, behind retail,
municipal units and food/drink in any future mix of uses.
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Respondent/s
Ref

Name

D103

Individual

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------

Response Summary
Conditions (Schedule 4)
Support for redevelopment of Brunswick Street side of northern parcel, including eastern
part of former Swanson’s garage but not TAAG section.
Officer Response
Noted. Under the draft terms of the LDO, the TAAG Centre may be refurbished along with a
few other existing buildings, (as detailed in Property Reviews on the Brunswick Street Area)
subject to future development submission/s. Therefore it is not considered necessary to
provide a protective condition in Schedule 4 or elsewhere in the LDO.

Respondent/s
Ref

Name

D77

Individual

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Response Summary
Conditions (Schedule 4)
Concern that good quality buildings may be demolished to make way for new development.
Officer Response
Not accepted. The LDO sets out terms for the majority of the site to be redeveloped in
accord with existing Local Plan Policy TE4 and earlier regeneration vision and master plan
for the town centre. It is not the Council’s intention to propose the removal of high
quality/listed buildings. Design Guidance for Brunswick Street will provide a safeguard to
closely adjoining listed buildings in relation to any new development that may come forward.
Given the construction requirements placed on any new build development to comply with
the Flood Risk Assessment makes a strong case for retention of existing good quality
buildings in terms of viability considerations.

Respondent/s
Ref

Name

Ref

Name

D7

Eastcliffe Promotions

D89

Teignmouth RNLI

D10

Individual

D94

Individual

D13

Individual

D100

Eagle One

D18

Individual

D106

Individual

D23

Individual

D119

Individual

D47

Individual

D141

Individual

D52

Individual

D143

Individual

D77

Individual
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Response Summary
General Comments
Support for general redevelopment of Brunswick Street (as envisaged by the LDO)
Officer Response
Noted.

Respondent/s
Ref

Name

Ref

Name

D10

Individual

D110

Individual

D16

Individual

D114

Individual

D20

Individual

D118

Individual

D24

Teignmouth Art Society

D123

Individual

D41

Individual

D130

Individual

D48

Individual

D133

Individual

D68

Individual

D141

Individual

D75

Individual

D144

Individual

D90

Individual

D96

Individual

D97

Individual

D108

Individual
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Response Summary
General Comments
TAAG facility at Northumberland Place has been forgotten in technical documents in the
LDO and, where it is referenced, the information is dated.

Officer Response
Agree. As suggested, some of the information contained in the technical documents,
particularly the Property Reviews on Brunswick Street Area, in relation to 4/5
Northumberland Place is several years old and therefore should be revised and updated to
reflect the position at time of publication. A suitable reference to the TAAG Centre should be
made within Section 2 – The Brunswick Street Site. (Detailed description of the area)

Respondent/s
Ref

Name

Ref

Name

D9

Cave Music Project

D49

Individual

D12

Individual

D57

Individual

D15

Individual

D60

Individual

D16

Individual

D64

Individual

D19

Individual

D69

Individual

D20

Individual

D70

Alphington Arts Group

D21

Individual

D75

Individual

D24

Teignmouth Art Society

D88

Individual

D25

Individual

D98

Individual

D27

Individual

D103

Individual

D28

Individual

D104

Individual

D29

Individual

D107

Individual

D31

Individual

D111

Individual

D33

Individual

D112

Individual

30

D34

Individual

D120

Individual

D35

Individual

D122

Individual

D37

Individual

D123

Individual

D39

Individual

D124

Individual

D40

Individual

D125

Individual

D43

Individual

D126

Individual

D46

Individual

D133

Individual

Response Summary
General Comments
There is no mention of TAAG being protected in future development at Brunswick Street (in
the LDO)
Officer Response
Agree (in part) The suggested need to contain a protective reference to the TAAG Centre
within the LDO is not considered necessary where a main purpose is to attract investment
and stimulate regeneration. Under the draft terms of the LDO, the TAAG Centre may be
refurbished along with a few other existing buildings, (as detailed in Property Reviews on the
Brunswick Street Area) subject to future development submission/s.

Respondent/s
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Ref

Name

Ref

Name

D20

Individual

D90

Individual

D37

Individual

D96

Individual

D38

Individual

D108

Individual

D70

Individual

D110

Individual

D83

Individual

Response Summary
General
There needs to be consistency between the documents over the LDO site boundary.
Officer Response
Agree. The final version of the document will comprise of a LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
that shows the definitive boundary of the LDO. All supporting documentation that conveys
the approved boundary will replicate the former plan. Earlier consultative based information,
such as contained in Design Guidance, portrayed a different boundary definition consistent
with the preparatory phase of the project that subsequently changed. Any variance in plans
will be addressed before publication of the full LDO.

Respondent/s
Ref

Name

Ref

Name

D4

Individual

D106

Individual

D14

Individual

D90

Individual

D93

Individual

D99

Individual /Devon Senior Voice (or D141)
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Response Summary
General
There needs to be clarification over the consultation process for submitted schemes, once
the LDO has been approved.
Officer Response
Agree (in part) Future development schemes will need to comply with the LDO conformity
process, as shown at Section 5 of the draft LDO document. Details of LDO submissions
received will be shown with the Council’s public register of planning applications and
therefore be open for inspection and comment. However, wider publicity and consultation
will be very much a matter for the individual developer to take on. More information on
procedural matters for LDO submissions will be contained in a new LDO Guide to be
published by the Council.

Respondent/s
Ref

Name

Ref

Name

D13

Individual

D108

Individual

D49

Individual

D114

Individual

D56

Individual

D127

Individual

D67

Individual

D130

Individual

D93

Teign Heritage

D139

Individual

D97

Individual

D140

Individual

D99

Devon Senior Voice

D141

Individual
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Response Summary
Design Guidance
As part of the development options it is important to provide community uses.
Officer Response
Agree. Some form of community use is identified in three of the four Development Options
contained in the Brunswick Street Design Guidance. These findings have been informed by
focused consultation with local interest groups and stakeholders. It also reflects the Local
Plan mixed use emphasis contained in Policy TE4.

Respondent/s
Ref

Name

D93

Teign Heritage

D136

Individual

D127

Individual

D138

Individual

D128

Individual

D140

Individual

D132

Individual

D 143

Individual

Response Summary
Design Guidance
A 4-storey residential block at George St/Brunswick St corner will adversely impact on
properties on the other side of the street, in terms of light and visual amenity.
Officer Response
Noted. Any future development scheme for the George St/Brunswick St corner must fully
comply with Design Guidance which provides advice on building massing/heights. Hence, 4storeys may be potentially suitable. It clarifies, however, that neighbouring buildings should
be considered in determining appropriate building height, both in terms of protecting amenity
and avoiding out of scale development.
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Respondent/s
Ref

Name

D4

Individual

D38

Individual

D90

Individual

D128

Individual

Response Summary
Design Guidance
There are a number of graphic/text errors in the guidance.
Officer Response
Noted. Individual graphic/text errors, as identified by respondents which require correction
will be addressed in a revised version of the Design Guidance to be compiled with the full
LDO and Statement of Reasons.
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Respondent/s
Ref

Name

Ref

Name

D2

Individual

D92

Individual

D3

Individual

D93

Individual

D54

Individual

D104

Individual

D85

Individual

D107

Individual

D87

Individual

Response Summary
Design Guidance
It is important to maintain current parking capacity.
Officer Response
Agree. The principle strategy of replacing car parking provision at Brunswick Street to Quay
Road and/or Teign Street car park has already been established in Policy TE4 –
Regeneration Proposals of the Teignbridge Local Plan. The Design Guidance shows that
sufficient parking spaces can be incorporated to serve new development on site. It has been
illustrated as part of each of the four Development Options by providing one parking space
per residential unit.
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Respondent/s
Ref

Name

D80

Individual

D104

Individual

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------

Response Summary
Design Guidance
Provision of a hotel would be positive for the town.
Officer Response
Noted. The Draft LDO may permit hotel development, as detailed in Schedule 2 and the
Description of Development Permitted (Statement of Reasons). Such potential use has been
endorsed by the LDO Working Group and during the pre-consultation phase, at an Options
Workshop held in March 2015 with local community representatives. A new facility would be
beneficial to the local visitor economy which lacks modern larger scale accommodation.

Respondent/s
Ref

Name

D13

Individual

D93

Individual
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Response Summary
Design Guidance
The public library should be relocated onto the site.
Officer Response
Noted. The Draft LDO may permit a public library, as detailed in Schedule 2 (in terms of D1
– Non Residential Institutions use) and the Description of Development Permitted
(Statement of Reasons). Such a potential use has been endorsed by the LDO Working
Group and during the pre-consultation phase at an Options Workshop held in March 2015
with local community representatives. Within the Brunswick Street Design Guidance,
Options 3 and 4 of the Development Options allow for the prospect of a library facility within
the mixed use community component of the layout.
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3 (a) Representations – Comprehensive

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D1

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
The proposals appear to be weighted for commercial development and against what
the public needs are.
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
It is actually 2 sites. The town centre is very short of parking for residents, people that
work in the town and visitors which should be considered. For the proposed schemes,
the amount of parking spaces available is reduced.
Q3: Statement of Reasons:
The lack of parking causes serious congestion in the town with visitors and locals
seeking car parking. During the summer months, even with a Teignbridge parking
permit, there will often be no parking available.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D2

Consultee
Type:

As a business

SNAP

Name: [redacted]

Business or Organisation: Hillside Product Design Limited

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Response Summary
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
Support redevelopment of the area, it will benefit greatly from retail (including
hotels) or residential regeneration.
Concern expressed regarding parking. Teignmouth already has severe parking problems
- there simply are not enough car parks. During the summer in particular, it can be
impossible to park in town for business staff. Unless there is replacement parking for
Brunswick Street car park there will be chaos.

Additional parking should be provided for all the new retail/housing. If the existing car
parks are not enlarged or new parking is not included it will become impossible to run HPD
from Teignmouth and it may be necessary to move.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D3

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Response Summary
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
Support for the regeneration but very concerned about parking. For work purposes in the
town centre it can be impossible to find a space during the day. How will it work with more
business and residents vying for the same inadequate parking
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D4

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
The LDO provides a great chance to get this development right by listening to
what the community wants.
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
Para 2.2 sets a good idea of what the Brunswick Street area could again become.
The vibrant heart of Teignmouth - the library, doctors surgery, arts and community
centre, tourist information, shops, cafes, parking underneath housing and offices.
Q3: Statement of Reasons:
Para 3.11 These documents should be the focus with emphasis on community. A
centre for this is TAAG which must be protected if this new opportunity is to be a
success.
Q4: The Local Development Order
Para 4.13 It is vitally important that these groups and others who already use the site
along with residents and visitors are really consulted and all documentation visible.
This has not been the case to date.
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
The map is too small to understand the boundaries.
Q6: Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)
The description is unclear and needs to be made in consultation with relevant existing
users.
Q9: LDO Conformity Process
Public consultation should be an important and properly managed part of this process.
Q10: General comments
Lack of awareness of the LDO and possible implications and must be urgently
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addressed by the Council. The developers must take into account what sort of
development the locals need and want. A case in point is TAAG which is a fantastic
and economical community building and facility and must be preserved so that it can
continue.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
Teignmouth has suffered in the past with unsympathetic planning and design. This is a
great oppotunity to mix new efficient building and technologies which are in keeping
with the towns charm and interesting mix of buildings.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D5

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
The site is ripe for development but the site description over emphasises
dereliction and there is no mention of TAAG.
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
The TAAG building is no longer a garage.
Q6: Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)
There are already many cafes and restaurants in Teignmouth. There is no mention of the
inclusion of an Arts Quarter. Consultee wants details of replacement parking.
Q10: General comments
Development should establish an Arts Quarter.
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D6

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
Supports keeping TAAG
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
Agrees with development on site, but the TAAG building should be kept as CIC.
Q3: Statement of Reasons:
TAAG brings creativity to the Arts Quarter and attracts visitors to the town.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D7

Consultee
Type:

As a business

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation: Eastcliffe Promotions

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
Development would maintain interest in a site just out of town.
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
Good location for development.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
Update interior.
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D8

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
TAAG brings visitors to the area and contributes to the local Arts culture.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D9

Consultee
Type:

As an organisation

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation: The Cave Music Project

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Response Summary
Q3: Statement of Reasons
Support for development of the site but object to anything which could negatively affect
TAAG. TAAG generates important income for some people and promotes social
interaction. If TAAG isn’t protected it would be a great loss for the town and would bring
an end to the Arts Quarter.
Q10: General comments
Don’t allow the development to bring an end to TAAG.
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D10

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
Extremely pleased to see the site will be redeveloped, however there should be
recognition of the redevelopment at the TAAG building. The document photos are out of
date and inaccurate and there are fears over the potential loss of TAAG. TAAG should
be protected, it brings in tourists and boosts the economy.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D11

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
Has provision been made to relocate or redevelop TAAG? It is an important part of the
Arts Quarter.
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
Disturbing that a well used car park is being lost. It is unlikely that adjacent car parks
will be able to cope with increased demand.
Q10: General comments
Concerns over provision of a focus for the arts and reduction in parking spaces.
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D12

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
Concerned that there is no mention of TAAG in the development options.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
Consultee finds it difficult to gauge from the plans how close the development will come
to her property in Northumberland Place. Worried about loss of light at her property if
the maximum number of storeys is built.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D13

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
Welcomes some development but it should be for the people of Teignmouth, not a sell
off for commercial gain. It would be great to see a building that reflects the design of the
old town hall, rather than modern designs.
They like the idea of retail space and a hotel, but it is an ideal space to include a new
library. Community space is very important. Concerns are raised over the possible
loss of TAAG, which is valuable to the town and the arts scene.
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D14

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q10: General comments
The site has become a hub for local arts and crafts. The site doesn’t need more hotels,
car parks and corporate style retailers. Brunswick Street/Northumberland Place gives
local businesses and artists a chance to thrive and gives local people/visitors a chance
to interact with the local arts and culture scene.
A modern makeover would be in detriment to the cultural landscape. TAAG, Funky
Aardvark, Laura Walls and all the cafes, shops, pubs and businesses should be
consulted.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D15

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q10: General comments
There should be a statement of intent to either safeguard the current TAAG location
or provide equivalent or better accommodation. TAAG provides much needed and
well used art facilities and brings people in to Teignmouth, which benefits local
businesses.
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D16

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
The photographs in the document are out of date and do not represent the current
state of the buildings.
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
There is no mention about part of the site’s current use as a community art centre or
the area’s rebranding as an ‘Arts Quarter’. TAAG is a fundamental part of this
rebranding.
Q3: Statement of Reasons
There is mention of community use, but not of the existing community arts centre.
Q10: General comments

The lack of provision for TAAG is a terrible omission. The loss of an arts centre will
take artists away from Teignmouth and lose the ‘arts’ from the Arts Quarter. The
annual sculpture TRAIL will suffer without TAAG. It is dreadful that TAAG is barely
mentioned in the documents. The photos of the site are 6 years out of date, which
indicates the council doesn’t fully understand the importance of TAAG as an arts
centre.
The site desperately needs redevelopment for the good of the town, not short term
gain of a development company. Consultee is dismayed about lack of provision for
affordable housing.
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D17

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response
Summary
Q1: Introduction
Consultee enjoys the artistic and social benefits of TAAG and visits regularly
with friends.
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
Pleased that the site is subject to a plan as it is in a prime area of the older town.
The area has also become the centre for artistic and creative pursuits. The local
shops, drama groups, choirs and Oyster Catcher Cafe reflect this. TAAG is a
focal point for the arts. The area is a honeypot for visitors, tourists and
residents.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D18

Consultee
Type:

SNAP

Name: [redacted]

Business or Organisation:
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As an individual

Response Summary
Q10: General comments
Support for the development of the site but not the loss of the Arts and Community
Centre, which is a valuable resource.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D19

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
There is concern that redevelopment of the TAAG building may destroy the
emerging arts community that is a focus for Teignmouth.
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
An arts community is growing around the area. The Brunswick Street site is in dire need
of some facelift/investment but the emerging arts need to be nurtured and encouraged.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D20

Consultee
Type:

SNAP

Name: [redacted]

Business or Organisation:
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As an individual

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
TAAG has a huge following of visitors and artists and there is no reference to
TAAG in the LDO document.
Q3: Statement of Reasons
There is no mention of the work TAAG has done for the community.
Q4: The Local Development Order
The LDO is a great idea but shouldn’t be at the expense of TAAG. TAAG bring
visitors to the town, who spend money in the area.
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
The LDO was originally in Brunswick Street and didn’t include Northumberland
Place. The photos used are out of date.
Q6: Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)
TAAG should remain in place.
Q7: Prior information and requirements (Schedule 3)
TAAG building is referred to as Swanson Garage, which is out of date.
Q10: General Comments
Losing TAAG would be a huge loss to the community, including artists and local
businesses.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
Design for the derelict area is a good idea, but there should be provision for TAAG.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D21

Consultee
Type:

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:
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As an individual

Response Summary:
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
It would be a huge shame to the art community and tourists to not have TAAG. The
planned activities give parents respite in the holiday periods.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D22

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q4: The Local Development Order
There is little reference to arts and culture in the plan. This needs remedying. No
redevelopment can be considered without due consideration of cultural activities,
which enhance education, community cohesion, creativity and personal
development. TAAG is the instigator of the TRAIL exhibition, which brings visitors to
Teignmouth. The LDO needs to include cultural activities in general and TAAG
specifically.
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
If there is no provision for TAAG or any other cultural amenity, the site boundary
could well be placed so that the current TAAG building is maintained.
Q6: Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)
It is very worrying that arts and culture appear rarely in the plan. No mention of
cultural and arts activities is made in the list of permitted developments. Arts play a
huge part in the cohesion and development of any community.
Q10: General Comments
There is no mention of culture and the arts.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
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Cultural tourism is deemed to be a fiscal as well as a community asset and should be
considered whenever a development is proposed.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D23

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
This should show the boundary wall for TAAG building.
Q10: General comments
Redevelopment is good but there is an increasingly significant art community growing in
this part of the town. This is important for individual outlets and especially TAAG and
there is spin off business resulting from the extra footfall being drawn from outside
Teignmouth. TAAG is the anchor stone to the community and due consideration should
be given to keep and refurbish the existing show rooms.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D24

Consultee
Type:

SNAP

Name: [redacted]

Business or Organisation: Teignmouth Art Society

Response Summary
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As an organisation

Q1: Introduction
Teignmouth has a growing population of artists and craftspeople and has an active art
society. It provides an important industry.
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
Much of the growth in the area is a consequence of TAAG and it is an important
centre for artists. There is a need for space within Teignmouth that provides art
workshops and gallery space.
Q3: Statement of Reasons
Provide facilities for art to replace a well used social facility (TAAG).
Q4: The Local Development Order
The order includes options under planning law to provide for accessible community and
leisure facilities at all floor levels.
Q10: General comments
It is not essential that art provision falls within the LDO area, because Teignmouth
supports a large number of artists, but any development plan should support arts and
provide funded facilities.
Although there must be provision for housing, the area is not primarily a housing zone
and parking and access is very limited. It is a developing and vibrant commercial and
cultural area and deserves investment to further enhance this perception.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D25

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]

Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
TAAG is a very important local asset. It has contributed to the improvement of the
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Northumberland Place and Brunswick Street area.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
TAAG has been left out of the LDO. It should be an important part of the
redevelopment as it is a valuable asset.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D27

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
It is unclear what will happen to the TAAG centre following redevelopment. TAAG forms an
intrinsic part of the cultural scene in Teignmouth. Developers could be obliged to provide
premises for a new centre

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D28

Consultee
Type:

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
TAAG is not identified in the LDO document.
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As an individual

Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
The site is easily accessible. TAAG must be included in the plans.
Q3: Statement of Reasons
TAAG has contributed to the regeneration of this area.
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
The existing TAAG building should be retained and renovated.
Q6: Description of development permitted
TAAG already exists; there is no need for a change of use.
Q7: Prior information and requirements (Schedule 3)
The TAAG building should not be made available without guarantees of protected use.
It is a valuable community resource.
Q8: Conditions (Schedule 4)
There is no need for new building regulations as the TAAG building already exists.
Q10: General comments
TAAG must be protected in its current location or a valuable community service will be
lost.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
TAAG must be central to the design of the area.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D29

Consultee
Type:

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:
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As an individual

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
The importance of TAAG to the revitalisation of the area as an arts centre is not
mentioned in the report.
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
There needs to be distinction between the derelict garage site on Brunswick Street and
the TAAG building on Northumberland Place, which must be preserved.
Q3: Statement of Reasons
There is no mention that TAAG has already been developed and functions as a
community arts centre.
Q4: The Local Development Order
The LDO is based on outdated pictures and needs to include the boundary wall between
the Brunswick Street site and Northumberland Place showroom (currently the TAAG
building).
Q6: Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)
TAAG actively contributes to the revitalisation of this area and does not require a
change of use.
Q7: Prior information and requirements (Schedule 3)
TAAG is not included in the pictures of this site. It needs to be specifically
protected in this plan.
Q10: General comments
Losing TAAG would go against the purpose of this development, i.e. to contribute to the
vitality of this area as a gathering place for tourists and locals, and as a home for the
arts.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D30

Consultee
Type:

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:
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As an individual

Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
The proposed improvements to community space should include a refurbished
building to house TAAG, which has become an important hub for arts in Teignmouth.
Q10: General comments
There must be a place for TAAG to operate.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D31

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
There is no mention of the TAAG building, which is a key facility in the area.
Q3: Statement of Reasons
TAAG is not mentioned as an important driver for the regeneration of the area.
Q10: General comments
It is important to retain TAAG in any future plans for the area. The building should not
be made available for development. It is an important part of the growing arts
community in Teignmouth, which is helping Teignmouth’s image grow.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D32

Consultee
Type:

SNAP
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As an individual

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q10: General comments
TAAG should not be lost as there are no similar facilities in the area.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
TAAG should be kept.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D33

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
TAAG should be recognized as a community asset, which should be supported.
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
The photographs of the area are not up to date.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
TAAG should be the centrepiece of the Back Beach Arts Quarter; it already exists and
should be supported as an entity in its own right.
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D34

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
Local views and values should be considered.
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
TAAG should be included. It is a well used and valued art gallery and work shop.
Q3: Statement of Reasons
TAAG has helped regenerate the area. It should be a key part of the plans.
Q4: The Local Development Order
TAAG doesn’t need a change of use. Q5:
LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
Swanson’s Garage site consists of two areas. The derelict site on Brunswick Street is
suitable for demolition. The property at Northumberland Place is occupied by TAAG.
Q6: Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)
TAAG should be left where it is. Further developments will be very welcome.
Q7: Prior information and requirements (Schedule 3)
There is no specific detail provided for the development of TAAG, so it can be
developed within the LDO guidelines which means it is available to developers.
Q8: Conditions (Schedule 4)
The TAAG site already exists and so doesn’t have to fulfil some of the conditions
applied to Brunswick Street.
Q10: General comments
There is no mention of TAAG being protected in the LDO. TAAG should not be made
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available to developers.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
There are no future plans described for TAAG in the document. The description of
TAAG in the Design Guidance is vague and needs detailed clarification.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D35

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q10: General
comments
TAAG is an important community asset for Teignmouth that provides leisure,
education and arts facilities. There are no mentions of provision for TAAG in
the plans.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D36

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q10: General comments
TAAG is a thriving community asset. The building has been rehabilitated and there is no
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mention of this in the document. The LDO gives the impression that the building is a
derelict site, which is incorrect. The building hosts various events on a regular basis.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D37

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
Section 1.2 states LDO’s are decided locally. TAAG has a strong local following and
there is no reference to them in the document.
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
The maps are misleading. There should be a rear wall shown to what is the TAAG
premise.
Q3: Statement of Reasons
There is no mention of TAAG as an existing development, which has been responsible
for encouraging the regeneration of the area around Northumberland Place.
Q4: The Local Development Order
No boundary is shown for the existing TAAG area. It is an existing use so should not
need to be listed in the development list.
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
The site plan is deceptive as it shows the original Swanson’s Garage site as one area.
It is not. The rear is in need of demolition.
Q6: Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)
TAAG currently exists so does not need a change of use.
Q7: Prior information and requirements (Schedule 3)
There is no specific detail provided for development of the TAAG site. This suggests it
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can be developed within the LDO guidelines and made available to developers as they
wish.

Q8: Conditions (Schedule 4)
TAAG already exists and should not have to fulfil some of the conditions of a newly
developed site.
Q9: LDO Conformity Process
TAAG should not have to conform to new conditions.
Q10: General comments
TAAG needs to be protected as a community resource. It is heavily used for various
events.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
The Design Guidance acknowledges the existence of TAAG but it is left out of the
LDO, suggesting an oversight.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D38

Consultee
Type:

As an organisation

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation: The Theatres Trust

Response Summary
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
The LDO boundary is different in both documents and should be amended for
consistency.
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D39

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction

1.2 states LDOs are decided locally – TAAG has a strong local following that is
not identified in the document. The amenities are well used by many local
people.
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site

The vibrancy of the Brunswick Street area has grown since TAAG came into
being. The description of the area doesn’t mention TAAG in the former garage
premises.
Q3: Statement of Reasons

3.1 should mention TAAG exists and has been responsible for the regeneration
of the area. 3.4 should mention TAAG as an existing community facility which
has been created by locals and is used by many throughout the community.
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)

4.1 should identify TAAG on the map.
Q6: Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)

4.4 TAAG is existing and does not require a change of use. 4.13 shows TAAG
is represented on the LDO working group, which is a good thing. CIL should be
used to support TAAG.
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Q7: Prior information and requirements (Schedule 3)

There is no specific detail provided for the development of TAAG which means
it can be developed within the LDO guidelines, making it available to
developers.
Q10: General comments

There is little mention of TAAG in the document. Developers should not have
power over the future of TAAG; the power should be with the local community.

Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance

There are no future plans for TAAG within the document. There is no detail
for alternative use and TAAG should be protected. There is a positive
reference to TAAG on page 40.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D40

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
1.2 states LDOs are decided locally. TAAG’s strong local following should be
emphasized.
Q3: Statement of Reasons
3.1 should mention that TAAG is existing and has been responsible for the
regeneration of the area.
Q6: Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)
4.4 – TAAG is existing and does not need a change of use. 4.12 – CIL should be used
to support TAAG.
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Q7: Prior information and requirements (Schedule 3)
Page 13 doesn’t provide detail for the development of TAAG, so should be left out of the
LDO.
Q10: General comments
There is no mention of TAAG being protected. TAAG offers a community centre with
various events. It is an asset to the town as a whole.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
There are no future plans for TAAG described within the document.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D41

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
TAAG is not mention, only as “the former garage premises”.
Q3: Statement of Reasons
There is no mention of the regeneration that has happened in the area over the last
few years. The TAAG gallery has become a focus for art, poetry and music. The town
has now adopted the concept of “Teignmouth’s Arts Quarter”.
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
The map is out of date, showing the TAAG gallery and derelict workshop as one site.
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D42

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
TAAG is central to the future of this area as an arts quarter.
Q10: General comments
TAAG is a valuable asset to the community. The arts hub is centred on TAAG.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
There are concerns over the unique character of this area being affected.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D43

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
1.2 states LDOs are decided locally – TAAG’s local following is not evident in the LDO
document.
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
TAAG are not mentioned in the description, but are referred to as “the former garage
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premises”.
Q3: Statement of Reasons
3.1 – This should mention TAAG as being responsible for the regeneration of the area.
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
Swanson’s garage consists of two areas: the derelict site suitable for destruction and
the TAAG building.
Q6: Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)
4.4 TAAG doesn’t need a change of use. 4.12 – CIL should be used to support TAAG.
Q7: Prior information and requirements (Schedule 3)
Page 13 – There is no detail provided for the development of TAAG, which means it is
made available to developers.
Q8: Conditions (Schedule 4)
TAAG shouldn’t have to fulfil the conditions applied to the Brunswick Street part.
Q10: General comments
There is no mention of TAAG being protected in the LDO. Developers shouldn’t have
power over TAAG’s future.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
TAAG should be protected. The only positive reference to TAAG is on Page 40 of the
Design Guidance.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D44

Consultee
Type:

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:
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As an individual

Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
TAAG and the emerging Arts Quarter should be identified.
Q6: Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)
Arts facilities should be preserved and enhanced. It is unclear what non-residential
institutions are.
Q10: General comments
A developing business area, the Arts Quarter, has grown around the TAAG facility. This
area generates revenue for the community and the Council. Facilities should be provided
to preserve and enhance TAAG.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D45

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
The consultee spends a lot of time in Teignmouth and feels an attachment.
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
The present site is an attractive area and any changes will hopefully enhance that
beauty. TAAG should be included in the development.
Q3: Statement of Reasons
There has been development in the area concerning social and artistic enterprises
already; this will hopefully be taken into consideration. Commercialism isn’t the only form
of development.
Q4: The Local Development Order
The LDO is too vague and doesn’t offer reassurance to existing businesses and
organisations.
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Q6: Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)
The developments permitted are more commercial than social.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D46

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
Paperwork states LDOs are decided locally – TAAG’s regeneration contributions are not
mentioned.
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
TAAG is not mentioned in the description, but is referred to as “the former garage
premises”.
Q3: Statement of Reasons
3.1 – This should mention TAAG as being responsible for the regeneration of the area.
Q4: The Local Development Order
The LDO includes TAAG and shops on Northumberland Place.
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
Swanson’s garage consists of two areas: the derelict site suitable for destruction and the
TAAG building.
Q6: Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)
4.4 TAAG doesn’t need a change of use. 4.12 – CIL should be used to support TAAG.
Q7: Prior information and requirements (Schedule 3) TAAG
should be left out of the LDO or have a protected status.
Q8: Conditions (Schedule 4)
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TAAG shouldn’t have to fulfil the conditions applied to the Brunswick Street part.
Q10: General Comments
There is no mention of TAAG being protected in the LDO. Developers shouldn’t have
power over TAAG’s future.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
TAAG should be protected. The only positive reference to TAAG is on Page 40 of the
Design Guidance.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D47

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
Development in Teignmouth is welcomed. The results of the community arts centre
development have exceeded all expectation.
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
The drawings only show TAAG as a garage site. The work done by the community
on the site isn’t represented in the plans. Decision makers should visit TAAG to see
how it serves the community.
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D48

Consultee
Type:

As an organisation

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation: The Helen Foundation

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
TAAG has a strong local following. It has helped in the ongoing development of the arts
area of Teignmouth.
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
TAAG is not mentioned; instead it is referenced as the former garage premises.
Q3: Statement of Reasons
TAAG has already helped regenerate a rundown area of the town. It attracts up to
30,000 visitors a year and hosts regular events.
Q4: The Local Development Order
There is no specific mention of the existing TAAG facility. TAAG hosts regular events
at a very low cost to the community.
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
Swanson’s Garage consists of two areas: the derelict site suitable for demolition and
the TAAG site.
Q6: Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)
TAAG doesn’t need a change of use and CIL should be used to support TAAG.
Q7: Prior information and requirements (Schedule 3)
There is no specific detail for the development of TAAG so, at the moment, it is made
open to developers.
Q8: Conditions (Schedule 8)
TAAG shouldn’t have to fulfil these conditions.
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Q10: General comments
There is no mention of TAAG being protected. Developers should not be given the
power over TAAG’s future.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
No future plans are described for the TAAG site. There should be requirements for
developers to provide for TAAG.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D49

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
It is unclear what the Council is asking for comments on. What happens if you want
to add/remove something from the plan?
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
The two uses not required in Teignmouth are more charity shops or cafe/restaurants.
Substantial provision should be made for community use;
i.e. for T.A.A.G facility.
Q3: Statement of Reasons:
The statement covers various aspects and could be interpreted in a number of ways.
Q4: The Local Development Order
It would be helpful to give examples or comparisons of maybe a Compulsory
Purchase Orders or other different 'orders'.
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
Make it clearer that the boundary incorporates land/property owned by Teignbridge (it's
purpose)
Q6: Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)
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It sounds as if this is what will be built.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
Given the design for the Pavillions, another monstrosity will be built on this site and be
totally out of character for the area.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D50

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
Concern expressed that any future development in Teignmouth takes into
consideration the growing and healthy community interest in the Arts.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D51

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q10: General Comment
The LDO does not take into account the existence of an Arts facility, TAGG. This has
workshop space, gallery space, and a sales area.
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D52

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
It is important that decisions are made locally and in response to local
circumstances. Teignmouth as an important cultural and artistic centre
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
In Section 4 - the plan shows TAAG and adjacent shops as being included in the LDO
site boundary (schedule 1). However the four development options shown. did not
include TAAG. The LDO site boundary should therefore be amended to exclude TAAG.
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
Amend boundary to exclude TAAG (Northumberland Place part of building shown as
Garage)
Q10: General Comments
Brunswick Street area will benefit greatly from redevelopment. Of the 4 proposed
options, Option 3 is preferred. Inclusion of the library building would enhance the area
as a cultural centre, bring people into the area, and sit well with the Arts Quarter River/Back Beach concept. The retention of TAAG, plus the Ice Factory, and a library,
additional residential accommodation would be a perfect combination for this part of
Teignmouth.
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D53

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
A key aspect of the curent occupancy of the site is the provision of a facility which
serves not only local artists but also charitable organisations. It is essential that this or a
similar facility is included in the planned development.
Secondly, there is the need for greatly increased car parking in this area and in
neighbouring parts of Teignmouth.
Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D54

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
The proposed development will reduce parking availability whilst increasing the
demand for spaces. The limiting factor for most existing businesses' growth in
Teignmouth is the lack of parking for many potential customers.
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D55

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
Concern expressed for the future of the TAAG premises. This organisation is at the
heart of the community and needs to be incorporated into the plans for the
redevelopment of Brunswick Street whatever shape they take.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D56

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
The Brunswick Street area, has a certain charm, quirkiness and individuality that
most towns have already lost and that Teignmouth is in danger of losing. There is no
mention of the fantastic community arts centre, which is a brilliant resource for people
who live in rural Teignbridge.
Q3: Statement of Reasons:
We need much more affordable housing in Teignbridge. It means smaller houses and
flats for young people and older people - not 5 bedroom executive homes that seem to
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be going up elsewhere.
Teignbridge also needs to retain a mix of cultural and leisure activities - not just in
one location but all around.
It would also be good to see some small workshops, offices, workspace or live/work
space, to breathe life into the area and bring artists, craftspeople and artisans in. This
would also be good for visitors and tourists.
Q4: The Local Development Order
Please encourage local independents, social enterprises and shops relating to Devon
- farming, fishing and our local crafts. There is no need for any chain stores.
Space is required for regular street markets of all kinds - encourage young
entrepreneurs with more street cafes too. With integrated housing and residents
keeping an eye on the area, it could be fantastic.
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
It states garage not community arts centre on the plan.
Q10: General Comments
Keep the area individual, lively and attractive. Encourage local groups and businesses.
Attract young people into affordable housing and create workspace. Use the
redevelopment as an opportunity to do something that helps communities and families stay
in South Devon, and keep and expand community arts and leisure. Look at incorporation of
a community energy scheme.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D57

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
Artists benefit from exhibiting at the TAAG centre on the Brunswick site.
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
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This area of Teignmouth looks run-down and in need of regeneration. The TAAG facility
is a valuable asset to the local community that contributes greatly to the quality of lives,
any regeneration of the Brunswick street site should include a purpose-built Art centre as
a priority.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D58

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
There is no mention that Brunswick street is the artistic centre of Teignmouth and
adjacent to the old town Back Beach.
Q3: Statement of Reasons:
The objective to rip the heart out of Teignmouth rather than refurbish the existing site
has to be the wrong way to use tax payer's money.
Q4: The Local Development Order
The LDO underestimates the car parking problems.
Q8: Conditions (Schedule 4)
The conditions are too vague. The requirement to enhance the existing artistic
centre should be a pre-requisite.
Q10: General Comments
This is not the way to develop Teignmouth. It would be better to knock down the
derelict buildings, make a bigger car park and refurbish the other buildings.
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D59

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
There is no mention in this section of the vibrant and busy building that is TAAG.
Q3: Statement of Reasons:
Community uses are given as a reason, with no mention of the extensive community
use that already exists through TAAG. The plans simply mark TAAG as a garage. The
NPPF refers to the need to support "strong, vibrant and healthy communities".
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
This is inaccurate in that TAAG is marked as a garage.
Q10: General Comments
The LDO covers a significant area within Teignmouth. It does not take into account the
community use of an existing building within in the area. Losing TAAG would result in the
break up of a community and the loss of many visitors who come to the town, both for
workshops and courses, and to attend exhibitions.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D60

Consultee
Type:

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:
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As an individual

Response Summary
Q10: General
This is the most badly designed survey I have ever seen.
How does/will this fit into the Neighbourhood Plan for Teignmouth? What are the
actual development aims for Teignmouth - i.e. do you want a town for people to live
in or do you want a tourist attraction for second home owners to invest in?
What provision is being made for cultural leisure activities in Teignmouth?
No adult leisure courses are provided in Teignmouth by DCC and at present TAAG is
filling this gap and with much needed facilities for the town. Teignbridge should
support this provision which allows access for people of all ages and abilities,
especially those who cannot travel to other places.
Why has TAAG been omitted from the development order?
Reject high cost housing of any sort as this encourages investors and empty
properties and does not provide housing for those on lower incomes. I would favour
a mix of housing and retail with a medium size mid to high market hotel. There are
already B&Bs to cater for lower end of market so why put them out of business?
Housing should be genuinely apportioned between social housing, shared ownership
and private ownership.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D61

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
A facility for TAAG should be continued.
Q10: General Comments
TAAG is a very useful community facility and provision should be be made in any new
development plans for this area of town.
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D62

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
The northern of the 2 'garages' shown in Schedule 1 is now occupied by the
Teignmouth Arts Action Group (TAAG). TAAG has become a vital hub for the local 'arts
scene' and is now the focus of the recently-designated 'Arts Quarter'.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D63

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
The TAAG premises are used and supported by artists throughout South Devon and
are considered to be a prime location.
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
The TAAG premises are well lit, clean and tidy and in the centre of town.
Q3: Statement of Reasons:
The broad based objective of TAAG contributes to the regeneration of the town.
Q4: The Local Development Order
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Whilst some renovation would be welcome, the existing premises are adequate for its
current use.
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
The boundary wall for the TAAG premises should be included.
Q6: Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)
There is no need for a change of use as TAAG already serves a useful function.
Q7: Prior information and requirements (Schedule 3)
Full details of TAAG and its contribution to local life (beyond Teignmouth) must be
stressed to the developer and all interested parties.
Q8: Conditions (Schedule 4)
As an existing, functioning building it should be exempt from irrelevant conditions.
Q10: General Comments
TAAG should be protected from future development and taken into consideration. It
cannot be left to the developers to make a decision based on financial gain.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
It is important for TAAG to be included in the development plans, enabling it to
continue its important role in the community.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D64

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
Para 2.2 mentions a garage which is now TAAG and misrepresented in this
description.
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
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The site boundary doesn't clearly mark where TAAG is.
Q10: General Comments
TAAG is the heart of this area and the Council should give TAAG a 25 year lease so
that the arts community can be developed more. There are lot of artists in this area who
need TAAG as a focal point in their lives.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
More housing for local residents would be good.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D65

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
This affects the 'arts quarter', and in particular the TAAG arts centre, one of the most
important facilities in the town. TAAG is an incredibly active and busy centre, and few
other small Devon towns have such a facility.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D66

Consultee
Type:

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

84

As an individual

Response Summary
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
The TAAG centre is located at the heart of the Brunswick Street LDO area. It has been the
focus of artistic activities for a long time and is crucial to the community, so it must be
included in the new proposal.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D67

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q6: Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)
Needs to be an emphasis on retaining community use. Perhaps this is covered by D2
assembly and leisure but could be specified.
Examples of community use to be retained include the current TAAG facility which is
valued by the whole community and has supported growth of the newly defined 'arts
quarter' in surrounding area.
Q10: General Comments
Concern expressed for the loss of parking, even for the options that retain some (but
more limited) parking spaces. There needs to be a plan to expand parking elsewhere to
compensate, such as a multi-storey behind the 'blue anchor' carpark, or similar at the
Quay car park.
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D68

Consultee
Type:

As an organisation

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation: Poetry Teignmouth

Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
Brunswick Street is overdue for improvement and therefore welcomed.
Q4: The Local Development Order
An LDO should be decided by local people, including TAAG supporters.
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
Some of the diagrams are misleading. The building currently used by TAAG is one
sealed-off part of the former Swansons Garage. It is ideal for refurbishment. The rest of
the former Swansons site does require redevelopment as much of it is derelict.
Q10: General Comments
The importance of TAAG to the western Teignmouth area cannot be underestimated.
It is the central hub around which the town’s growing reputation for all the Arts
revolves.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
The Guidance should mention TAAG as an existing and vital part of the area.
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D69

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
Objection to any proposals that damage the future of TAAG and the group should be
granted a 25 year lease to continue the fantastic work they are doing.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D70

Consultee
Type:

As an organisation

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation: Alphington Art Group

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
Para 1.2 states that LDO’s are decided locally - TAAG has a very strong, local following
that is not evident in LDO document.
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
TAAG is not mentioned in description of the site. This is unacceptable as the group
has been primary in trying to redevelop the area.
Development considerations, in para 2.5 - The Council and its partners have tried to
assemble comprehensive site information for the Brunswick Street site but they have
left out the vital work of TAAG.
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Q3: Statement of Reasons:
Page 6 (3.1) – This should mention Teignmouth Arts and Community Centre (TAAG ) as
it is existing and already responsible for regeneration of the area
Q4: The Local Development Order
Pages 7-9 Lists types of development - includes TAAG and shops on Northumberland
Place up to George Street
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
Swanson’s garage site consists of two areas. Derelict site on Brunswick Street
(Swanson’s Garage workshops) suitable for demolition and TAAG (formerly Swanson’s
garage showrooms).
Q6: Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)
Para 4.4 TAAG is existing and does not need a change of use.
Para 4.12 contains CIL explanation, it will be administered on some types of
development and should be used to support TAAG.
Q7: Prior information and requirements (Schedule 3)
Page 13, Table 1. There is no specific detail provided for the development of the TAAG
site so, at the moment, it can be developed within the LDO guidelines.
Q8: Conditions (Schedule 4)
There is no mention of TAAG being protected in the future development of Brunswick
Street LDO.
Q9: LDO Conformity Process
It is unclear what a ‘conformity process’ means.
Q10: General Comments
No future plans described for TAAG site within this document which suggests it was an
afterthought to include it within the boundary of the LDO.
Only positive reference to TAAG in the documents can be found in the Design
Guidance Doc. Page 40, Land Use, second point.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
‘Proposed land uses which complement the mix of food and drink and cultural/leisure
based uses centred around the Teignmouth Art Action Group in the northern part of
Northumberland Place should be encouraged.’
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D71

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
It should be emphasized that extensive regeneration has taken place over the last 10
years in the development of TAAG as a vibrant and inclusive arts & social hub.
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
The Brunswick site could in parts benefit from a face lift. It has recently been
identified as an artist/creative zone. It is a pity that TAAG is referred to as "a former
garage" and not as "an art centre"

Q3: Statement of Reasons:
The centre of Teignmouth has sufficient retail outlets for the community.
With the rise of culture (Folk, Jazz, poetry festivals etc), some B&B, small hotel, self
catering units would work - small. personalised & characterful - not something like a
Premier Inn.
Q4: The Local Development Order
TAAG needs to remain - although there are suggestions to replace it with an
upgraded facility, a five year development will arrest current positive use.
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
The area around the "garage" aka TAAG should develop with respect and
sensitivity to what is already there.
Q10: General Comments
Since the development of TAAG, a lot of people have benefitted It serves artists,
established and emerging as an affordable inclusive venue for ongoing exhibitions and
creative classes. In addition many lonely people, unemployed and disabled have found
a strong sense of community and purpose through the use of TAAG.
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D72

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
The use of this site by TAAG is of immense importance both to artist members of the
community and to the community in the broader economic sense. It offers an attraction
to visitors which would be very much missed culturally, as well as to traders within the
town who benefit from visitors who come to see the many exhibitions and other
activities. Without a suitable premises it would almost certainly die.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D73

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
There needs to be investment and significant improvement in the area, the main
concern is the future of the Teignmouth Arts Action Group (TAAG) and that of the
newly designated Teignmouth Arts Quarter.
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D74

Consultee
Type:

As an organisation

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation: Newton Abbot Art Group

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
Importance of some existing buildings should be noted. In particular TAAG, to art
groups in other parts of Teignbridge. There is no other comparable town centre venue
for art exhibitions.
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
TAAG building should be excluded from LDO site boundary as it hasn't been included
in any of the development options.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D75

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
It states LDO decided locally, one face to face event is not enough.
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
Reference to Brunswick St site disregards the Northumberland Place section that also
comes within the LDO and should have been defined.
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Q3: Statement of Reasons:
No mention of existing businesses contributing to the regeneration of the area
which are facing Northumberland Place.
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
Swanson garage shown as one site with access from Brunswick St to
Northumberland Place this is clearly not the case and misleading.
Q6: Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)
TAAG is clearly existing and does not need a change of use.
Q7: Prior information and requirements (Schedule 3)
No detail for the development of property facing Northumberland Place and not included
on 3D plans in Design Guidance.
Q8: Conditions (Schedule 4)
As Northumberland Place buildings already exist, they should not have to fulfil all the
conditions applied to the Brunswick side of the site. Also Northumberland Place
conservation area needs to be taken into account.
Q10: General Comments
No real consultation offered with confirmed options and grey areas around the whole site
which includes the TAAG building and other businesses fronting Northumberland place.
This frontage and buildings could be protected and developers told to work these into

the new scheme.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
No plans described for the TAAG site within the document, is this a deliberate act or
mistake.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D76

Consultee
Type:

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:
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As an individual

Response Summary
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
Concern expressed that the TAAG site is included within the LDO site boundary. It was
stated at a recent meeting that inclusion of the site does not imply that Teignbridge down
play the importance of TAAG in the area.
Q6: Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)
All development must be to the highest possible sustainability standards. This
development offers an opportunity for Teignmouth to be a leader in this area.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
High building standards and sound energy saving/sustainable development is a
major concern.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D77

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
Support for regeneration of town centres providing they are done sustainably within
environmental limits. This development appears to do so as it's within a brownfield site
which of course is a positive move.
Some good quality buildings which provide strong character may be demolished to make
way for the new development. Furthermore the new development must be visually
attractive and fit in with the topography of the town.
Q4: The Local Development Order
The presence of large hotels would be incongruous to the area, spoiling the
character.
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Q10: General Comments
Objection to Development Option 1 because hotels dominant. A large hotel that stands
out in this area of Teignmouth would be incongruous. Option 3 is by far the best one as
it places the local community as the priority.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D78

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1 Introduction

The whole concept of this planning exercise is flawed; it should be headed
Northumberland Place not Brunswick Street. The latter is a quiet back lane with little
footfall.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D79

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q3: Statement of Reasons:
TAAG should be able to stay on and continue its work which includes longer term
redevelopment ideas not only for the Arts but the locality as well.
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Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
TAAG have made use of the building, formerly Swansons Garage and built on an
amazing idea and make what it is today.
Q6: Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)
Support TAAG and what it has grown to be, they have ideas for future generations and
proper development of the area themselves. Whereas a new developer would have to
work hard to build trust.
Q7: Prior information and requirements (Schedule 3)
TAAG should be left out of the LDO boundary or have protected status from the
Council, as it is an asset to the community and also brings in lots of visitors to the town.
Q8: Conditions (Schedule 4)
TAAG already exists therefore it does not have to fulfil some of the conditions which
are being applied to the Brunswick site development.
Q10: General Comments
Developers should be told that TAAG need some support and protection.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
There are no future plans described for TAAG maybe it was an afterthought to
include it within the boundary of the LDO.
The statement at page 40 of the Design Guidance does support TAAG. So there should
be support for this position.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D80

Consultee
Type:

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
The need to develop this area is recognised.
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As an individual

Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
The site must include local art centre [ T.A.A.G] and community areas. A hotel is also
needed to support the new theatre.
Affordable homes are also needed. Public toilets also need to be included.
Q4: The Local Development Order
Concern over lack of planning required.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D81

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
The TAAG centre is not mentioned.
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
Comprehensive site information should include the TAAG centre.
Q3: Statement of Reasons:
This should mention Teignmouth Arts and Community Centre (TAAG ) as it is
existing and already responsible for regeneration of the area.
Q10: General Comments
Keep TAAG.
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D82

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
Concern expressed about what is going to happen to TAAG. It is the best Community
Interest Company in Teignmouth for the arts and offers a truly person -centred and
community conscious provision.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D83

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
There seems to be a degree of ambiguity in the information presented in that the site
currently occupied by TAAG was included in some evidence but missing in others. The
old Swanson Garage main building should not be perceived as part of the development
site along with the remaining area.
The remainder of the LDO site needs tho be developed tastefully in line with the
surrounding architectural environment and to be able to fulfill a number of functions both
residential, parking and commercial.

Q4: The Local Development Order
The LDO should be accomplished in a transparent manner taking into account the
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wishes of the local community as is embedded in the LDO principle. As it is a lead
exemplar for the roll out of LDOs it will be subject to intense scrutiny at a national
level.
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
Requires clarification as the information provided is ambiguous.
Q6: Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)
The various proposals require more information to be provided to the community
to give a better understanding of what is potentially on offer.
Q10: General Comments
The LDO process for Brunswick St is probably a good thing as it gets things done
more efficiently. This must not be at the expense of local interests. TAAG must be
allowed to remain in its present location and in the current building which can
provide for all its need.
Refurbishment rather than replacement is the order of the day and must be taken
fully into account in the LDO process.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
The guidance must be made clear. We are being asked to make decisions on
unclear proposals and these need to be tightened up.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D84

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
TAAG is a vital local community arts organisation which adds significantly to
Teignmouth as a place to live & to visit thereby also contributing to the local
economy. It provides a range of arts (including languages etc) classes in the absence
of any other Adult Education classes in the town.
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Furthermore it has also set up an information hub for local community groups &
activities. In summary a vital organisation to be kept.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

Consultee
Type:

D85

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
Importance of T.A.A.G. is not apparent in the LDO. The group. has a very strong local
following to support its running and Is used by Teignmouth Art Society with nearly 200
members.
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
No mention of T.A.A.G. In description of site
Q3: Statement of Reasons:
No real mention of T.A.A.G. It was an early example of what voluntary labour can
achieve, being the first body to start regeneration of the area, should be granted
recognition and be a part of future plans.
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
Site plan not very clear or up to date
Q6: Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)
T.A.A.G is an Art Centre, No change of use is visualised.
Q7: Prior information and requirements (Schedule 3)
No mention is given re the Development of TAAG site, as centre falls within area
marked for redevelopment it would appear that the developer of that phase would be
able to draw his own plans without facilities for TAAG.
Q8: Conditions (Schedule 4)
T.A.A.G. building/ site is not a new building.
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Q10: General Comments
T.A.A.G. wants protection so developers understand that part of site is not
available for their plans and needs to be written in the LDO.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
Support the need for housing but Brunswick Street is not the place. The only
housing suitable for the site is provision of housing to cater for old and infirm
people.
Keep the car park and enlarge it. The town population is growing, also it is a
holiday town with increased demand from visitors who need to park.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D86

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
Brunswick Street area has steadily become known for its patronage of the arts.
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
Brunswick has started to become known for the arts and creativity has led to more
people coming to the area because of that very reason and the town is starting to
stand out above other seaside towns in the area.
It is individuality that sets places apart and brings in interest from far and wide. Many
people who have moved to Teignmouth because of this fact, there are a number of
festivals here and the arts and theatre are strong. Places like TAAG attract visitors
from all over and if the area is redeveloped it will break up the continuity that has
been built up over time.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
With extra funding and a desire to improve on the current theme of arts and
progressive ideas, an area for a regular market and an idea to pedestrianize would set
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Teignmouth apart and bring a great deal to the Town.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D87

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
The loss of parking is a major issue that none of the proposals take into account. More
parking in the town centre is needed, especially if additional housing is built.
The character of the site has successfully developed as 'the arts quarter' and the table
of perceived need and feasibility seems to suggest a premier inn over small
office/workshop space. The small businesses and community groups which give the
whole area its character are very likely to be lost.
Q8: Conditions (Schedule 4)
There should be more provision for parking small businesses and community
needs.
Q10: General Comments
TAAG which has proved its viability and value to the community has a viability rating
of 1. Surely the council have a responsibility to deliver to the needs of the community.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
Design Guidance seems appropriate and aesthetics a pleasing mix of traditional and
contemporary.
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D88

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
TAAG is an essential part of our community and must be given space from which to
operate. So many residents use it as a valuable community resource, and it would
be a travesty to lose it. Teignmouth has always had a thriving arts scene, and this
needs to be reflected throughout the LDO.
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
TAAG is an essential part of our community and must be given space from which to
operate. So many residents use it as a valuable community resource, and it would
be a travesty to lose it.
Q3: Statement of Reasons:
TAAG is an essential part of our community and must be given space from which to
operate. So many residents use it as a valuable community resource, and it would
be a travesty to lose it.
Q4: The Local Development Order
TAAG is an essential part of our community and must be given space from which to
operate. So many residents use it as a valuable community resource, and it would
be a travesty to lose it.
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
TAAG is an essential part of our community and must be given space from which to
operate. So many residents use it as a valuable community resource, and it would
be a travesty to lose it.
Q6: Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)
Any hotel that is sited in this area should reflect the architectural integrity of the
surrounding streets . There are rumours that a large hotel chain may be interested in
the site, and that chain is not known for it's architecture.
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Q7: Prior information and requirements (Schedule 3)
TAAG is an essential part of our community and must be given space from which to
operate. So many residents use it as a valuable community resource, and it would
be a travesty to lose it.
Q8: Conditions (Schedule 4)
TAAG is an essential part of our community and must be given space from which to
operate. So many residents use it as a valuable community resource, and it would be a
travesty to lose it.

Q9: LDO Conformity Process
TAAG is an essential part of our community and must be given space from which to
operate. So many residents use it as a valuable community resource, and it would be a
travesty to lose it.
Q10: General Comments
Any hotel being granted planning permission in this area should be required to ensure
that the development is sensitive to the historic feel of the town. Whilst this part of
Teignmouth is crying out for improvement, plonking a big red brick hotel in the middle
of it, without reflecting the surroundings, would be terrible.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D89

Consultee
Type:

As an organisation

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation: Teignmouth RNLI

Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
Support for rejuvenating Brunswick Street and Northumberland Place areas of
Teignmouth but emphasise the importance of the TAAG Arts and Community
Centre to the town and to the RNLI.
In the absence of a purpose built town centre community centre the RNLI use this facility
on a regular basis for fundraising events. The body also has a small equipment storage
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facility within the premises. If the TAAG Centre was to close there would be no alternative
community space available in the town for local people to meet, and have their workshops

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D90

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
Para 2.2, the final sentence states …..”the smaller parcels to the north and south
formerly contained two active garages which have led to some land contamination.”
Does it only apply to the Brunswick Street side of the northern garage, if not what is
the extent of the contamination?
Para 2.3, the final sentence states: “The former garage premises in the northern
section provide a frontage to Brunswick Street and also a secondary retail frontage to
Northumberland Place” This is no longer the case and has not been for some time,
TAAG occupy the former garage premises, and this frontage has hence become the
primary frontage with the Brunswick Street frontage very much a secondary frontage.
Para 2.16, states: “Replacement car parking provision through enhancements at
Quay Road and/or Teign Street car park will be required before development
commences on the central section of the site” It is unclear whether this will be on a
one for one or greater basis.
Q3: Statement of Reasons:
Policy Context National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF, adopted March 2012)
3.8 “The NPPF cites the planning system as having a roll in supporting strong vibrant
and healthy communities…….” TAAG is one such “strong vibrant and healthy
community” and as such should be fully supported when considering the final LDO
and Statement of Reasons.
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
Discrepancies between LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1) in LDO and the site boundary
shown in the Brunswick Street, Teignmouth Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design
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Guidance document on pages 4,14,15,16,18 & 22.
Q9: LDO Conformity Process
Stage 1: Pre-submission Advice, para 5.3 states “Developers are also encouraged to
initiate early engagement of key stakeholders and to identify other consent
requirements” Should it not be a requirement that developers engage with key
stakeholders.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
A very well constructed and presented document. In Section 4 - Development
Options, Option 1 or 2 (Hotel Alternative) Whilst a need for further accommodation is
appreciated in Teignmouth, it is hoped that TDC can encourage a local business or
consortium to operate a hotel, rather than a bland national chain.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D91

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
The development of the TAAG Centre may result in the loss of this important
community resource.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D92

Consultee
Type:

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
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As an individual

Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
All the schemes seem to involve building on Brunswick Street car park and leaving little or
no parking for the new apartments/etc. Several of the options mention off site parking
being provided, but if getting rid of the Brunswick Street carpark, will lead to reduction in
available parking for Teignmouth, which is already non-existent in the summer months.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D93

Consultee
Type:

As an organisation

SNAP

Name: [redacted]

Business or Organisation: Teign Heritage

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
As part of the planning approval process, for proposals which conform with the LDO,
there should be consultation and a consensus of approval sought by Teignbridge District
Council from Teignmouth Town Council.
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
Table 1, fourth point should be amended to read: ‘A statement demonstrating how
the development has had regard to achieving high quality, location appropriate and
inclusive design in accordance with design guidance for the site and showing regard
for community aspirations for the site and the development of Teignmouth.’
Table 2, Compliance should be amended to read: ‘The development permitted by this
Order shall not be carried out other than in complete accordance with the criteria and
conditions set out within this LDO, with the exception of material amendments
submitted to and approved in writing by Teignbridge District Council, which would be
subject to elected member approval.(TDC)’
Table 2 (Design) - to add (re-iterate in this section): ‘Developers should ensure that
development proposals are architecturally in keeping with this section of the town and
complement and enhance its essential character in a high quality and aspirational
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way.’
Table 2 (Transport) - should include a section that requires developers to ensure that
public car parking, as part of the design of the overall site provides an at-least
equivalent number of spaces within the town centre for public usage.
Para 2.8/2.9 Conservation and design (to add) – ‘In order to ensure a high quality
public realm, developers are invited to seek ways of including, or encouraging green
space and appropriate planting as part of the design proposals.’
As regards Building Heights – Teignbridge District Council, as part of the

scoring and approval process should ensure that resident’s concerns are
addressed.
Q3: Statement of Reasons:
Policy Context - This section should make reference to Teignmouth's emerging
Neighbourhood Plan.
Q4: The Local Development Order
To include: The initial assessment of any development proposal will be undertaken using
agreed, publicly available objective scoring criteria.
Q6: Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)
The inclusion of D1 uses is welcomed.
Q10: General comments
The potential benefits that could be delivered by a development is welcomed. Teign
Heritage, as one of a number of custodians of the heritage of the town would like to help
deliver this. The most important part of this process is ensuring the transparency of the
scoring, assessment and evaluation process of bids and proposals coming forward and
the publication of the reasoning behind this scoring process, including town stakeholders
in helping to devise this process.
Teignmouth is beginning to regenerate very well and any development proposal coming
forward should be well designed and aim high to deliver regeneration in the town. These
criteria should all form a strong part of the scoring and assessment process of any
proposals coming forward. The local community and especially the Town Council should
be involved throughout the process, to ensure community buy-in and support for
proposals and democratic accountability at the closest level to the population of
Teignmouth.
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D94

Consultee
Type:

As a business

SNAP

Name: [redacted]

Business or Organisation: Finley Browns Cafe

Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
There should be no plans for A3 use/cafes/restaurants as there are already so many
small businesses i.e cafes in the town that would be greatly affected by any new
ones developed.
Q10: General Comments
There should be no A3 use developments as there are already plenty of cafes
and restaurants in the town without the necessity of even more.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D95

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]

Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
TAAG is a unique centre for all forms of art, creation and exhibition. It is used daily from
10am - 5pm by hard working volunteers, for the benefit of others. The gallery attracts
visitors all year round. It is the hub of the Arts Quarter here. It has been transformed into
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a centre too precious to so many, to be demolished.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D96

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
The plans show the area occupied by TAAG for several years as a 'Garage'. Images
are designed to ignore the effect the group has had on improving this neglected area,
bringing in other traders and significantly uplifting the foot fall of the space.
Northumberland Place was improved some time ago by introducing wider footpaths,
trees and benches and allowing traders to utilise the additional space. TAAG added to
the atmosphere and has become an asset. The plans need to be reconsidered.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D97

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
An LDO is considered to be a very appropriate tool to use to achieve early
development of the Brunswick Street site.
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
The description of the site in paragraphs 2.1 and 2.2 is not up to date. It should be
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revised to include the TAAG Arts Centre which has occupied and developed the disused
garage.
Q3: Statement of Reasons:
Clear & comprehensive.
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
Clearly outlined in the map on page 10 of the draft document. Q7:
Prior information and requirements (Schedule 3) Well
detailed
Q9: LDO Conformity Process
The process is clearly outlined and easy to understand.
Q10: General Comments
Concern expressed of little opportunity for interested members of the general public to
take part in earlier discussions about introduction of the LDO, the boundary and
description of the site.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
The Brunswick Street site should be used exclusively for residential, community and
centre of town retail development and is entirely unsuited for a large hotel complex,
as suggested in Option 1.
One option should include a major complex of affordable accommodation (flats &
single and two bedded units) for older people, adjoining retail units and a large
community hub to include a medical practice, a community centre (to incorporate the
present Alice Cross Centre in new premises), offices for the local voluntary advice
services.& TAAG.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D98

Consultee
Type:

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:
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As an individual

Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
Concern expressed at the potential loss of the TAAG Art Centre - it's something that
gives the town a lot of character.
It's very different from other towns which have commercial shops only. Support for the
idea of building upwards so that we don't need to spread outwards and use up more
greenbelt.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D99

Consultee
Type:

As an organisation

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation: Devon Senior Voice

Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
Concern expressed that description of the site fails to include any reference to the
improvements to the garage effected by its conversion by TAAG into a centre for the
arts. This part of the site is becoming recognised as Teignmouth-s Arts Quarter, a
feature which townsfolk would wish to see retained & extended in the re-development.
Q4: The Local Development Order
Support for the use of an LDO to develop the site expeditiously and in accordance
with the description of development permitted.
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
The LDO site boundary is clearly defined and 'mapped' effectively including the largely
disused and derelict 'brown field' area of Brunswick Street.
Q10: General Comments
Insufficient consultation has taken place with representatives from local voluntary
community interest groups on preparation of the draft reports, particularly with regard
to the site description and Development Options and Design Guidance.
Development under the LDO may be determined solely by financial considerations
without full input of public needs & interests.
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Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
Whilst the site has the capacity it would be a serious mistake to use a major part for a
hotel complex' as in Option 1, Other better sites in the town e.g, East cliff adjacent to
the swimming pool, would be more appropriate.
The Brunswick Street site should be used mainly for residential, community and retail
to include affordable accommodation for older people and a central community 'hub' to
incorporate a medical practice,local voluntary advice & support services
accommodation for TAAG and a re-sited Alice Cross Community Centre.or residential
development. These proposals represent some reconfiguration of Option 3 but are
feasible.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D100

Consultee
Type:

As a business

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation: Eagle One

Response Summary
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
Support the site boundary, which has now been enlarged to include frontage onto
Northumberland Place (1-3 Northumberland Place). This is essential to provide street
frontage and connection to the town centre, which will aid viability.
Q6: Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)
This incorporates a broad range of suitable uses. It is noted that residential is not
permitted on the ground level. While we understand the need for active frontage this is
a relatively large site and it may be appropriate to allow residential on the ground floor
in certain locations to aid viability.
Q10: General Comments
The LDO is a good idea to try and bring forward the redevelopment of this site. The
key will be having sufficient flexibility allowing viable use(s) to come forward. This is
helped by the inclusion of properties in Northumberland Place.
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D101

Consultee
Type:

As an organisation

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation: Voyage Fair Trade

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
The destruction of TAAG will be terrible, which was left out of the proposal.
It will remove the new Arts Quarter, reduce footfall and therefore negatively affect local
businesses.
Q3: Statement of Reasons:
Loss of business and destruction of the Arts Quarter will occur.
Q6: Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)
The description is not accurate as TAAG not mentioned.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D102

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
There should be a definite requirement from developers to include an assembly room
to replace the TAAG centre which has the same easy access. The idea to develop
Brunswick Street as Teignmouth's Art Quarter is a good one which will enhance
tourism and local life, but requires an affordable, accessible assembly room to
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succeed.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

Consultee
Type:

D103

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
The LDO does not take into account the fact that TAAG exists as a flourishing
enterprise, gives support to many local artists, and is supported by a large
section of the population.
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
The description of the site seems to ignore the existence of the TAAG Centre,
and looks like the "former garage premises" extend from Northumberland
Place directly into Brunswick Street. This is not true; there is a very clear
dividing wall between the Northumberland Place premises, used by TAAG and
consistent with other premises on Northumberland Place, and the old
Swanson's workshops, which clearly need demolition and redevelopment.
Q3: Statement of Reasons:
There no mention of TAAG. There should clearly be some mention of the group
as a thriving organisation, making a strong contribution to the development of
the arts in the area.
Q4: The Local Development Order
Any development must make provision for organisations such as TAAG, and
build on what is successful and appreciated by local people.
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
The site plan of Swanson's old garage site is misleading. It does not recognise
that there are two different sites here, one ripe for demolition, and the site
fronting on Northumberland Place.
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Q6: Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)
There is surely no question of TAAG, which has been operating for a number of
years, having to apply for permission to continue.
Q7: Prior information and requirements (Schedule 3)
Teignbridge does not make any clear provision for TAAG. It is completely
unacceptable that the future of the group should depend on the decision of a
developer. Some explicit provision must be made.
Q8: Conditions (Schedule 4)
It is unclear whether or not TAAG has to comply with the conditions applied to
the Brunswick Street development.
Q10: General Comments
No mention of TAAG being protected in the Brunswick Street LDO.
Consequently the group will be homeless if not protected in the LDO document.
Developers should not be given the power to decide if TAAG has a future.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
There is no mention of the future of TAAG. The only positive reference to
TAAG says; ‘Proposed land uses which complement the mix of food and drink
and cultural/leisure based uses centred around the Teignmouth Art Action
Group in the northern part of Northumberland Place will be encouraged.’

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D104

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q1: Introduction
The draft LDO needs to be decided upon locally in response to
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local circumstances.
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
Agree that replacement parking is a necessary part of the scheme.
Q3: Statement of Reasons:
Disappointment that TAAG is not included on the site map.
Q4: The Local Development Order
The stated overall use classes are fine
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1
TAAG is not included on the map.
Q10: General Comments
TAAG should be given priority status in the plans and the area occupied by the
group should be separate and not part of the development. If not Teignmouth
may lose it's most vibrant organisation. Over the last five years TAAG has been
primarily responsible for creating the hub that is slowly becoming the Arts
Quarter.
For the rest of the development my personal preferences are for a hotel
and affordable housing.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D105

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
This is becoming the cultural heart of Teignmouth and should be protected and
developed as such not demolished for houses and hotels.
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D106

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
As detailed in the Vision for Teignmouth regeneration masterplan the Brunswick
Street site forms an important site within the wider regeneration of the town. As such
the site description needs to place the site better within the immediate and wider
context and setting of the site.
Q3: Statement of Reasons:
We support the principle of the LDO and the justification for its creation by assisting in
accelerating delivery of this site given its strategic importance within the
central
regeneration area. It will provide additional much needed residential development
opportunities within the town centre. As part of the wider regeneration the site has the
potential to assist in bringing other sites forward.
Q6: Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)
The Local Plan Policy TE4 supports the development of a mixed use scheme and the
use classes proposed should provide suitable opportunities. Residential uses must be
included to ensure a balanced approach.
Q8: Conditions (Schedule 4)
Information provided should take account of the context and setting of the development in
the town, in particular in creating pedestrian links and appropriate frontages as well how
the development sits within the Vision for Teignmouth.
Q9: LDO Conformity Process
Engagement with key stakeholders at an early stage as stated, should be encouraged.
Q10: General Comments
As a significant regeneration area within the town the LDO will accelerate
development opportunities and benefit the town and wider community. In conjunction
with other developments in Teignbridge (Carlton Theatre, Back Beach, the waterfront,
etc) this represents a key site within the town and should benefit from the backing of
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the LDO in bringing it forward.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
Support the principle and process as set out for the Brunswick Street site.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D107

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
Para 2.16 could easily include a requirement, taking into account the
continuing flood risk, to consider provision of parking at ground floor level to
support the improved retail uses (workers and retail delivery vehicles)
increased shopped use and residential parking provision - allowing 1 space
only per residence is short- sighted.
There is also need to allow for overspill parking from the new Carlton Pavilions
development. We desperately need more public parking, at reasonable rates in
the town centre.
Q3: Statement of Reasons:
If the parking idea is sole within the permitted development and priced
sensibly, it could provide an income for Teignbridge. Or it could be handed
over to the Town Council to manage for the community.
Q4: The Local Development Order
The description of the permitted developments is a revelation in terms of
restricted ground floor developments. After all the money that has been put in
by the Environment Agency, it appears this is not good enough to meet the
planning requirements.
Q5: LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1)
There is considerable concern from the TAAG organization that their inclusion
in this scheme will affect their continued tenancy. Again, is there no provision
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for them to move or share use of the Pavillions and this whole area be
flattened.
Q6: Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)
Extension of parking provision as a goal has not been identified (not just
the recreation of the 56 spaces) and considering some spaces for
residents only permits.
Q7: Prior information and requirements (Schedule 3)
Requirement for some more supporting information for car parking given long
standing parking difficulties for residents and businesses.
Q8: Conditions (Schedule 4)
These need to be accurate and required by planning regulations.
Q9: LDO Conformity Process
It needs to follow a template process used for such things, if not, perhaps
Information from other authorities could be sought.
Q10: General Comments
They are all outlined above - it is vital that TDC does not miss an opportunity to
encourage an extension of the car parking provision in the town centre, not least
because of the increase in footfall that has already appeared and hopefully will
increase in this area.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D108

Consultee
Type:

SNAP

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:
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As an individual

Response Summary
Q2: The Brunswick Street Site
In the draft LDO, it refers to the old garage area, and the diagram has the word
garage by Northumberland Place. Surely the document should reflect the current
usage as at the time of drafting.
Q3: Statement of Reasons:
This is confusing. Northumberland Place frontage has not been a garage for some
time. It could lead one to believe TAAG, which receives no specific mention, is not
present as a thriving community venue.
Q4: The Local Development Order
Diagram 4.1 fails to show the boundary between the derelict site of the formr
Swanson's workshops, and the former showrooms which now house TAAG. The
Council should not be putting forward a document of this importance with outdated
drawings.
Q6: Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)
Given cuts in public expenditure, more or greater CILs should be put in place in order
to fund community activities in the area.
Q7: Prior information and requirements (Schedule 3)
TAAG is not included in the 3D plans in the design guidance document.
Q8: Conditions (Schedule 4)
There is no condition relating to community provision, which can therefore be
ignored by any future developer.

Q10: General Comments
TAAG must be protected. It provides support for local groups, through classes and
charity fundraising. The ‘Riverbeach Arts Quarter’ grows and flourishes which is an
attraction to local residents (including Newton Abbot) and visitors. It also acts as a
magnet for those providing arts education and artists and has popular appeal.

The Council should either remove the TAAG building from the LDO or alter the LDO to
include Schedule 4 conditions to require its retention as a community managed
resource with a revenue from CIL.
Q11: Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance
TAAG is surprisingly invisible in the plans.
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D109

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

e-mail

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

I would just like to add my support to those who are very much against the closure of TAAG;
I feel it has just got the support it needed, and is now definitely known by many more
Teignmothians, and is enjoyed and appreciated by them. It is also a great venue for the
many artists in the area and they would miss it greatly. The whole area would suffer, if it was
closed, it would lose its heart.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D110

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

e-mail

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

I am writing to voice my concerns that the TAAG group may be left without a building.
The TAAG group has been in residence in this building for a number of years now and have
done some amazing work within the community showcasing Arts and community projects in
and around Teignmouth. I believe that the building is listed as being a 'former garage' in the
development plans and does not even recognise that TAAG have been operating from there
for several years. This is a serious omission which seems to suggest that the information in
the development plans are not correct or up to date. How many other errors are there?
These things can affect the decisions made and need to be correct so that properly informed
plans can be considered with the most up to date information.
I would like to register my support for the retention of the TAAG group in this building and
feel that it has become a valuable and much used asset to the community in the Teignmouth
area. It needs to be retained within the Local Development Plan for the area and remain a
showcase and area to be used for the Arts and Crafts in the town.
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D111

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

e-mail

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Please consider TAAG in your plans when regenerating this area of Teignmouth.
The volunteers who run it are committed to helping arts and crafts in the area also this venue
is very important to thousands of local people. Arts and crafts are a very important and
popular culture in teighnmouth and the surrounding areas and this venue is the only
affordable place to showcase beautiful art and crafts.
The building is also used for classes for a great many and varied subjects. These classes
are sometimes used by the lonely and vunerable.
Please recognise just how very important this building is to the community.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D112

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

e-mail

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------On Wednesday 30th September I spoke to several councillors at the Local Development
Order Public Consultation in Brunswick Street Methodist Hall Teignmouth concerning the
future of TAAG Community Centre. Despite being told there was a lot of sympathy and
support for the centre no assurance as to the future of TAAG was given. One gentleman
even said there may be some private space allocated in the new development. TAAG is a
none profit making organisation and could not afford high rents.
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The main space is used as an art gallery giving many local artists the opportunity to display
work they would not otherwise be able to. It is also available for charity use; the Lifeboat
holds many fund raising events there throughout the year. Poetry evenings are regular
events. The centre also runs a variety of classes ranging from art and craft to languages.
The annual event Trail is run by TAAG involving a variety of community groups of all ages.
I retired to the area a couple of years ago and have used the centre regularly and found it a
good way to integrate into the community.
Many small seaside towns are in decline as visitor numbers dwindle. Building new shops (we
already have several unused ones) and housing will be of little value if the town has little to
recommend it apart from it's setting.
TAAG is run for the community by the community, and has the added bonus of being a
tourist attraction. Many people have worked long hours to make the centre a success .
It is important that Teignmouth retains it.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D113

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

e-mail

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Having worked at TAAG, I understand what a community asset is. I understand the
pressures of development, as Bakers Yard Bishopsteignton is still in demise and there is
dangerous asbestos there. It would probably take £500.000 to clean it up, and we could be
being poisoned as a result. That is, having filled alot of surveys with your Council on
development, I think the missing factor is not only wealth but health too. It is an invisible
commodity health, as you only really value it when it has gone. Look at all the disabled
people that use TAAG, the community spirit it brings, and all the life that flows through it.
That is why I ask you to reconsider the closure.
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D114

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

e-mail

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Introduction – Decided on locally? How far will members of the public have a role in this, or
does it just mean the Council?
The Brunswick Street Site – Very confused that the TAAG premises is described as a former
garage, which sounds as though it is an empty derelict building not a thriving arts centre.
Comprehensive site information provided to developers that does not mention TAAG is
inaccurate and misleading.
Statement of Reasons – Para 3.9 ensuring the vitality of centres. The Northumberland Place
area is one of the most socially and culturally vibrant in Teignmouth and area. Due to
presence of TAAG and character of other individual local businesses its Teignmouth Arts
Quarter. Important that this is retained.
The Local Development Order – I am concerned that development will comprise shops,
cafes etc which merely compete with existing businesses in Teignmouth. Arts provision
needs to be ringfenced community based, not another commercial development.
LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1) – This shows the TAAG building as part of the garage site
on Brunswick Street. The two are separate. Why are walls not shown? Earlier plans did not
include the TAAG building and it is not included in the prospective development options,
perhaps it should not be included?
Description of development permitted (Schedule 2) – I am concerned that development led
by commercial concerns would lead to a uniform characterless area dominated by chains
which add nothing to the area and siphon money from the town. I support use for housing
and for community facilities.
Prior information and requirements (Schedule 3) – Unless TAGG is included on the plans as
an existing facility and ring fenced a developer can ignore it and turn it into commercial
premises. It needs to be either ring fenced or left out of the development and allowed to
continue its own regeneration. There is extensive public support which would drive this.
General Comments – Concern about faceless development . Concern at the absence of
mention of TAAG in plans, developers won’t know its there or its significance to Teignmouth.
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Comments on Design Guidance – We need to keep local control. Not hand decisions over to
developers. Protection should be offered and guaranteed both to TAAG and to businesses in
the affected area.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D115

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

e-mail

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

It is imperative that TAAG be preserved because of the invaluable contribution it makes to
enhancing the image and hence attractiveness of Teignmouth to visitors as well as for its
positive contribution to the lives of many of the town's residents. TAAG provides not just
affordable exhibition space for local artists but also a working area for so many local
community based projects and workshops.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D117

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

e-mail

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

I am writing to register my plea for the retention of the TAAG building in a form suggested by
its supporters.The dedication and hard work of this enthusiastic group has ensured that this
part of our town has blossomed into a hub of artistic endeavour – drawing in participants
from miles around. (The proximity of the ‘Oystercatcher Cafe’ with its science lectures.
poetry evenings and folk club events adds to the unique atmosphere of the area.)
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D118

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

e-mail

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

I am writing in connection with the map which has recently been produced by the LDO am
quite concerned about the future of TAAG. I have visited the site on many occasions and
have really enjoyed discovering the work of artists living locally.
However, I see that TAAG isn't mentioned on any of the plans presented to artists recently
and I am wondering why not. The council seem to simply mark the building as a garage,
which is what its function was before it became a gallery for showing the work of local artists.
TAAG in fact spent considerable time in renovating and rejuvenating 4/5 Northumberland
Place and it now functions as an excellent venue for local artists.
I do hope that it's purpose as a gallery can be marked on the plans as I look forward to being
able to visit and. It the work of local artists in future.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D119

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

e-mail

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

We understand and generally support the need to improve and develop the area in question
in the interests of the whole community. As indicated in the documents we consider that it is
of the utmost importance that any such development is in keeping with best aspects of the
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current surroundings and that it is well designed and genuinely attractive in appearance. It
will be of great importance therefore that there is careful scrutiny of eventual proposals and
rigorous application of design requirements.
We also feel very strongly that it is important to retain what is of value in the current
provision. In particular we feel it is vital to retain the excellent facility and service to the
community at large which is offered by the TAAG centre. The Arts are of vital importance to
a healthy community and also make an important contribution to the local economy and to
the attractiveness of the town to local residents and to visitors.
Some aspects of the consultation make it very difficult to see what the proposals might mean
for the current TAAG centre and we feel this is most regrettable.
In the plans associated with the four options the red building line excludes the building
currently occupied by TAAG. If this is genuinely the case then it would appear that TAAG is
protected but it is of great importance that this is clarified and confirmed. The plans provided
also label the TAAG premises as a “garage”. Since it has not been a garage for a number of
years this error does not inspire confidence over the accuracy of the documents used in the
consultation.
In short, we ask that you ensure that any development retains the much valued facilities
offered by TAAG.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D120

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

e-mail

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Teignmouth is blessed with a thriving art scene supported by local artists. TAAG provides an
incubation centre for these emerging artists to become professionally creative. This creativity
can be released back into the local environment for the benefit of all. It is very well run with
sparse resources yet can generate a wealth of art activity. The new pavilion will not be able
to match this unique artful incubator as it will be commercially driven. Therefore, to ensure
an upcoming stream of professional artists, TAAG must be allowed to continue in an
appropriate building. As the upcoming local artists provide art in the environment which
attracts visitors and enriches their experience it is beholden on TDC to do its best to keep
TAAG alive and producing. Brunswick Street could become an art quarter the envy of
neighbouring towns. I therefore urge you to include TAAG in the plans and give them your
own support. After all, they work for the benefit of Teignmouth and surrounding area so fair's
fair!
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D121

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

e-mail

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

If I am not mistaken this site belongs to Teignbridge and was purchased with public funds.
The car park was, I believe originally, a market and town hall, raised to the ground courtesy
of Hitler and belonged to Teignmouth Council and likewise public property. I feel therefore,
there is a strong obligation to make sure Teignmouth has some benefit from this
development and doesn't just bolster the coffers of Teignbridge and provide a profit for
developers.
The old Central Garage site has been used by TAAG in recent years and has contributed
greatly to the success of this previously run down area. And consequently it is now
recognized as the artist's quarter, providing entertainment, colour, culture, community spirit
and a feeling of well-being to locals and visitors alike, and a huge credit to those enthusiastic
individuals who have given their time to make this happen.
Your proposed plans unwisely dispose of the Brunswick Street “Shopper's”!! Car Park as it is
known, thereby losing the incentive for people to pass this way, reduce footfall to the existing
businesses and reduce the parking for the town centre.
Your study says re: Parking.
“It is anticipated that the parking spaces lost from Brunswick Street Pay and Display Car
Park will be provided elsewhere within Teignmouth. A separate, strategic study which is
looking a(t) car parking across the whole town centre area will identify suitable sites”.
Where would these suitable parking sites be hiding? We all know parking is at a premium,
councillors and planners have been scratching their heads for years trying to find more
parking, in fact not so many years ago, they were asking the public to identify any potential
parking places.
With the loss of parking in this area and with just a woolly supposition that some alternative
parking will present itself as if by magic and with the loss of the TAAG centre as an
attraction, it is my opinion that there will be a much reduced foot fall for new retail shops to
be successful and will result in yet further charity shops. This has always been a secondary
trading area and we will find it will revert to a backwater and (in the jargon) prove the
development 'unsustainable'. Come to think of it, it's doubtful charity shops would be
interested in the area as they seem to invariably get hold of prime main street locations!!!!
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It is with amazement that the Drop in Police Station in Wellington Street, (formerly
Sampsons electrical shop), was rumoured, had £1,000,000 spent on the conversion (which
incidentally was rarely manned), and is now become another CHARITY SHOP!
Will proposed flats in Somerset Place attract sufficient buyers, is there a demand for such
housing? Will they consequently be purchased by investors for letting, and I wonder, in a
desperate effort to fill them up, become occupied by DSS tenants.
It is muted that a hotel is envisaged in this development. With the scarcity of parking would
there be sufficient parking for staff let alone hotel guests?? This problem together with the
appalling traffic congestion in the town centre, especially through Bitton Park Road on a daily
basis, makes the notion of a hotel fantasy.
With all the development that has taken place in the town since the 1960's there has been
little regard to the traffic nightmare, every development scheme only makes the situation
worse, and yet more and more developments without a solution to the infrastructure
problems in sight. It makes living in Teignmouth a misery.
High density flats in the town centre will contribute to this problem. You can't honestly
believe that these town dwellers won't have cars or their friends and visitors have cars. And
another consequence of this short sighted planning is more parking congestion in the
residential streets and roads of Teignmouth, just drive through Higher Brimley to experience
the sort of parking problems we have already.
Teignmouth used to be an extremely popular resort with dozens of hotels and B&B
establishments, and over the years practically all of them have disappeared.
You might wonder then, how did they manage with parking in those days?... Before the M5
the majority of visitors came by train or coach. I feel an hotel seems a fanciful pipe dream,
and I wonder if any research has been carried out to ascertain the practicalities and viability
of it all.
Art you could say is a primal human urge. A need to express oneself, evolved from the very
beginning of self awareness, as demonstrated by cave paintings - right up to present day
graffiti. Without trying to be too flowery it has been, nurtured and fostered by TAAG.
What could be more civilized than this art gallery/studio, promoted and run by a band of
talented enthusiastic people by their personal endeavours ultimately giving pleasure to
others.
TAAG centre provides local people with the opportunity of expression and it's barbaric of
Teignbridge to snuff it out, depriving locals of this amenity, only to be replaced by a few
struggling shops and a conglomeration of anonymous flats.
I get the feeling Teignbridge seems to think of Teignmouth as a money cow and not a place
for people to live with some dignity and quality of life.
I trust Teignbridge will make provision for and keep the TAAG Centre in situ for the well
being of our community and a real asset to Teignmouth.
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Name: [redacted]
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I recently visited Teignmouth and enjoyed a n Art Exhibition in a local Community Centre
there presented by TAAG.I was very sad to hear that the District Council had contemplated
closing down the Arts Centre before Christmas.
In these fast moving, stressful times we should ensure that Art Centres Are available for one
and all for relaxation and escaping stress.
Do not let us lose sight of the importance of natural talents and hobbies in this clinical
technological age.
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Having attended the recent consultation event, held in the Methodist Church Hall,
Teignmouth, I am concerned over the lack of clarity with regard to conserving the artistic
character of this part of Teignmouth. I refer particularly to the provision for and the
continuation of the extremely successful and much praised Arts Centre, TAAG, housed in
what used to be Swanson’s Garage.
The centre, which has come into being in recent years, has proved to be one of
Teignmouth’s great assets and has played a significant part in ‘putting Teignmouth on the
map’ with regard to the arts in the South West Region.
It is stated in the ‘Local Development Plan – Draft’:
3.4 Brunswick Street offers a major regeneration opportunity to provide much needed
housing and community facilities in a prime location on land under public sector ownership.
I and all who have used TAAG regard this as an important community facility.
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It is certainly NOT merely an ‘art exhibition studio’, as described in the Bailey Partnership
Property Reviews on the Brunswick Street Area. TAAG is better described as multipurpose
serving the community in a multitude of ways; what is more, it is run entirely by volunteers
from the community it serves. It is a prime example of David Cameron’s mantra ‘The Big
Society’, in action.
In my view, its value to the community is in no doubt. Whether and where it could be
relocated, is another matter. Personally, I feel its present location, opening onto
Northumberland Place, is ideal. Its presence in this area of Teignmouth has contributed
largely to attracting art galleries and shops to open and to flourish nearby. With the newly
reopened Ice Factory as a rehearsal centre and base for the Teignmouth Players and the
Ship Inn, close by, providing a venue for Jazz and Folk performances, this area of
Teignmouth is now often referred to as the ‘River Beach Arts Quarter’.
I appreciate that the LDO is taking into account the wishes of the community, but it was
made clear to me, from the conversation I had with one of the presenters, that the
contribution being made by TAAG was neither appreciated nor even understood.
I believe that provision should be made to house TAAG on the existing site, and that the
ground area put aside for it should be at least as much as it has at present.
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I am writing to urge Teignbridge District Council to ensure that there is a definite slot for
TAAG in the Brunswick Road area LDO.
Living in Exeter, I know that TAAG serves a wider population than Teignmouth itself. But
TAAG has become (through unstinting voluntary input) an important resource for the local
population.
It is a matter on which a large number of people who have benefited feel very strongly. This
should be becoming clear to the Council from recent public response. To throw away a
highly worthwhile community resource, arduously built up over many years, would be an
appalling waste, and I trust that you can assure us that this will not be the case.
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An additional point is that uncertainty over their future is causing day-to-day problems for the
TAAG Directors. An extended lease on their present premises would enable them to
continue raising money and moving TAAG forward as an organisation, something to the
benefit both of Teignbridge and the wider area.
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I am writing to add my support for Directors of TAAG who wish to stay in the building they
currently occupy. They have created a strong volunteer-staffed organisation which is an
asset to the community and the directors need some certainty re the future of the present
TAAG premises. As a local artist myself, It is a fantastic venue for art events and seems very
popular with the community. I hope that when the Local Development Order for the
Brunswick Road area in Teignmouth is decided, they will support TAAG.
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I read that TAAG may soon be homeless and that its valuable work will cease as a result. It
would be a great pity to lose such a community centred organisation and it might be said an
act of vandalism to let it fail.
I say this not because I am a member or that some of my friends are but because I can
remember a time when Teignmouth was taken less seriously than it is now as desirable
place to live. If only I'd had the foresight to buy a house in Teignmouth then!
What changed? The arrival of an arts scene I think.
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It is ironic and a fact of urban development that "gentrification" of a place naturally follows in
the wake of thriving arts scene. I'm sure you know of Spitalfields in London? Possibly the
most famous example of its kind.
I say ironic because as the town prospers the very source of its good fortune finds itself
priced out of the market and left to decay having done its good work. How can that be right!
It isn't all over yet! Not many artists are rich or self supporting and do need a break! TAAG
gives them that. I can assure you all that the provision of cheap gallery space and well
priced spaces for teaching and learning a vital resource. The ready supply of Public Art
would not be possible without TAAG.
TAAG amounts to a number of very good reasons to visit or even relocate to Teignmouth SO
PLEASE DONT JUST LET IT DIE. Teignmouth boasts 56 cafes and coffee shops but the
Horologist has gone from The Shambles and several antique shops too. Things do change
but let's make sure that change is for the better. I think TAAG will be very sadly missed.
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Firstly, I would like to draw your attention to the proposed height of the developments on the
corner of Brunswick street and George Street. The proposed developments, although
matching the heights of two buildings in George street, far exceed the heights of many
properties in Brunswick Street opposite the proposed four story development.
It should also be noted that the previous building on the corner site (the old print works) was
never four stories in height. Old photographs of this building show it being only 2 stories. I
would also draw your attention to the fact that my property is shown on some of the plans as
a 3 story building which is incorrect as it only has two floors.
The height of this development would also be in breech of the 1832 law entitling “the right to
light” automatically entitled to properties which have benefitted from natural daylight for 20
years or more. This development would greatly reduce the amount of natural daylight our
property would receive. Especially during winter months. Not to mention that it would also
make this end of the road very dark which would make it un-enticing.
As you said yourself at the meeting, you would not appreciate someone building a four story
building just yards from your front door.
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I am also greatly concerned about the parking in the area. I understand that you are looking
into alternative parking solutions, but I strongly feel that the alternative parking should be
sourced and built prior to the development of the Brunswick Street car park site.
Teignmouth very often becomes gridlocked through the summer months which is made
worse by people trying to find somewhere to park their cars. The all day car parks fill up
quickly and four hours is quite often not sufficient for people wanting to spend the day, and
more importantly for the town, their money here.
I would also like to emphasise that the scoring criteria for developers coming forward should
be aspirational for the town and reflect the uniqueness of our town, it’s community groups
and respect it’s historical built environment. If the quality, or appropriateness of what is being
proposed for Brunswick Street does not have this support then there must be the option of
saying no.
I would like to see a broad range of potential developers and occupiers approached to
ensure the highest quality and the most appropriate development at the site. For example, I
would be in favour of the library moving to Brunswick Street, this could release their previous
site for development which would be ideally suited for residential use.
We can only get in Brunswick Street what developers and community organisations are
willing to put forward. The trick will be ensuring that we can get a significant element of what
the town wants featured as part of the proposals. Teignmouth has come on in leaps and
bounds in the last few years and Waitrose’s choice of Teignmouth for one of it’s most recent
stores proves that.
We and Teignbridge need to be clear to developers that the town has a lot to offer and we
expect the best for our town.
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We cannot turn the clock back to Teignmouth’s heyday but our town still has so much to
offer.
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We need to encourage visitors whether they be day-trippers, weekenders or those wishing to
stay longer. Bringing people in will increase business growth but the town needs to be
attractive both in appearance and variety of the facilities it has to offer. The TAAG centre,
based in what was the showroom of Swansons garage, is a case in point as it has provided
an interesting venue drawing people to the area with a range of displays & events. This in
turn has helped encourage the development of other ‘art’ based businesses from crafts to
fashion turning a forgotten street into an interesting area with regular street events. To the
rear of the TAAG centre the workshop area of Swansons has been used over the past few
years as garaging for the gig and other rowing boats &, although perhaps not the most
convenient site when it comes to launching, it is a facility for community use & we need to
support our community activities. Perhaps re-locating the boat house to a more coastal site
should be considered & the valuable Brunswick Street be utilised to re-site the library which
is currently not in the most easily accessible, Community facilities sited in town with nearby
parking would benefit so many individuals of all ages. Commenting on ‘parking’ this is
always going to be an issue and the Brunswick St. car park is always very well used as it is
convenient to the shops and the toilets whereas the Quay Rd. & Point car parks entail quite
a walk for we more elderly individuals.
We need to ensure that any development is attractive & welcoming. The east side of town
will benefit with the new theatre site and this should be complimented by a sympathetic
development of the western aspect of the town. The proposed plans show the George Street
end of Brunswick Street, the site formerly referred to as ‘Swansons’, being developed as a
four storey residential black as ‘a focal point’! A focal point should be something attractive
and welcoming. Building a towering four store block would create a barrier. Currently the
corner of Brunswick St. and George St. is a garden area with seating. Although not tended
properly of late it is regularly used by shoppers taking a rest, waiting to meet other people
and others who enjoy their sandwich in the sunshine. This is a focal point. This is something
that encourages people to investigate the recently promoted ‘Artists Quarter’ which then
leads to the now thriving Northumberland Place.
From your documents the elevated view down Brunswick Street, probably taken from
Endymion House in George Street, clearly shows that, apart from the block of flats at the
Den end of the street all of the buildings on the west side of the street are two storey and
where the properties were razed they were of a similar height. The foreground shows the
height of the Swansons garage building. I live in the upstairs apartment at 28 Brunswick St.
– the two storey building between ‘Pete’s People’ and Richmond House surgery –
immediately opposite the former garage. At present my view from the windows is restricted
to the old building walls and sky from the upper panes of my windows but redevelopment to
that height would be perfectly acceptable. If the site is developed as your plans indicate you
will completely eradicate what sky view I have. Imagine a four storey block just a narrow
streets width away from your two storey home! Is this something you would welcome or take
as acceptable? I think not. I reiterate my invitation for you to contact me to arrange a
convenient time for you to visit to appreciate the point I am trying to make.
Look at that view of Brunswick Street. Your plans show the intention of creating buildings
even higher than Richmond House Surgery and facing onto the road where the wall extent is
shown. The proposal is monstrous. If the priority is to provide dwellings then take a look at
what was achieved in Shaldon.
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In Shaldon, where there was considerable ‘anti’ views, the redevelopment of the site
opposite the primary school was carried out with sensitive planning building properties
which blend in almost seamlessly with the older properties. If it is a need for ‘dwellings’ that
is a major issue then a development of that calibre really would be an enhancement.
Referring to your very useful documents can I please draw you attention to a few errors I
have noted :



Page 20 – Property ‘28’ is shown in pink as being 3 storey when it should be the
paler orange as a 2 storey building.
Page 21 – Osmonds Lane which crosses the grey area is not shown and is a public
right of way.
Page 44 – 3rd point under building height ‘.... the proximity of existing 4 storey
buildings along George Street.’ There are two only – Endymion House which has
only recently been completed as a redevelopment of a former building which was not
quite as high and the long since empty eyesore which was the vet. laboratories.
Please note it does clearly state that ‘Neighbouring buildings should be considered in
determining appropriate building height..
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We would like to register our support for the TAAG Centre in Teignmouth.
This is a hugely beneficial hub of our Teignmouth community.
So who does it benefit?
Of course there are many people but we would like to provide you with our example - Our
one week annual exhibition each October, called Random Arrangement.
We are a group of local teachers, a carpenter and a full time artist. We now have a following
of people who come specifically to our exhibition from both outside the area and locally.
We are able to offer our work at a reasonable price as TAAG charges a weekly rent but
importantly does not charge artists commission. Many galleries charge 40% or more to
artists which in turn pushes artists to raise their prices. Local people are avid art fans and we
see the same people year after year coming in as well as new admirers.
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We have approximately 140 people who come for our private preview alone - who in turn go
on to other places, pubs and restaurants etc which boost the local economy.
During the day times we have usually between 40 - 70 people through the doors. These
kinds of numbers are quite staggering for most galleries to achieve. TAAG does this on a
regular basis due to it’s reputation, interesting and diverse exhibitions.
It is unique in the fact that it offers local people the opportunities to exhibit work without
taking commission. It is unique in the fact it offers a wide variety of courses, exhibitions,
local information and a sense of community for people of literally all ages to come and enjoy.
Nothing like TAAG exists in the surrounding area - I don’t even know of anywhere in Devon
which replicates TAAG. Teignbridge Council should be proud of this project and support it
whole heartedly.
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I would like to add my support for the retention of TAAG within the regeneration of the
Brunswick Street area.
The current existence of TAAG is not clear from the plans issued with the LDO information,
causing some anxiety to the dedicated volunteers who manage the facility and to the many
people who use the venue, not to mention the several hundred who visit the rolling
exhibitions and attend workshops and adult education classes during the year.
2.3 and 4.1 The plan shows Swansons garage area despite TAAG having been operative
for the past 7 years. The Northumberland Place frontage is stated as being secondary
retail. The Brunswick St aspect of the former garage is currently a boat store used by
the rowing club.
3.4 Would TAAG be included in the much needed community facilities?
3.5 You state that development of the whole site can be shaped around functional and
aesthetic needs which could be
3.8 Supporting strong, vibrant and healthy communities – a mixed use development.
4.D2 Here you mention Assembly and Leisure. I wonder if the planners appreciate the adult
thirst for learning and further education, not only in the core GCSE subjects, but in
Languages, Arts and Craft, Creative writing and Poetry, all of which are available at TAAG.
5.2 Prospective developers should be aware of TAAG requirement as a stakeholder.
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TAAG is at the hub of the vibrant Artistic area recently named the River Beach Arts Quarter.
Over the years the facility has grown and spread its fame, creating a colourful and lively
contribution to Teignmouth’s attractions. It is not only local artists who benefit from being
able to showcase their work, but those from right across the county choose to exhibit here,
knowing that the gallery will complement their art and expose it to the constant flow of
tourists and locals alike. Removing TAAG would be akin to plucking out the heart of the
artistic community, an area which has been gaining fame and proving a magnet well beyond
the town’s boundaries.
I liken TAAG to ‘green spaces’. It is a beacon of light and colour in what could be a rather
drab area of flats, hotels and coffee bars. Just as a patch of green grass and trees lifts the
hearts of residents in a high-density housing estate, so TAAG is a fascinating and necessary
asset to the attractiveness of Teignmouth.
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My property dissects the proposed LDO in two and you have said that you wish to include a
piece of my property, namely Flat C, Bakery Court, Brunswick St, TQ14 8AE, It is not only
this small piece of my property that would potentially be lost to me but also the access to
both Flats A and B Bakery Court, Brunswick St, TQ14 8AE. I would also lose the rear access
to two of my properties on Northumberland Place, Namely Numbers 7 and 8.
My only income is from the renting of this property in Teignmouth. It consists of 5 flats and 3
shops. I believe that your proposed LDO could seriously affect my income. You talk of four
story development at the northern end and three story development at the southern end, my
property, Bakery Court is a two story property, with residential tenants on both the first and
ground floors. I would find it hard to find new tenants who would be willing to rent a flat which
was dwafted be other property and leaving my property with little or no outlook. Also during
the construction stage they would be in effect living in the middle of a building site. What
compensation would I be likely to receive for the loss of tenants and the downgrading of my
property and what compensation would my tenants receive for the disruption to their lives?
I believe that when the police station was built in Teignmouth, that the ground was pile
driven, because of the nature of the land. This apparently cause damage to nearby property.
I would have very serious concerns regarding this happening within the area of the proposed
LDO. I would potentially affect all of my property, the businesses run from the shops and the
quality of life of my tenants.
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I believe the LDO fast tracks planning and would take away my opportunity to object to
various elements. What restrictions would be placed on builders regarding the noise and
access affecting my property? I have 3 tenants who are retired so would be at home every
day and would be subject to disruption, noise and the mess of a building site all of the time.
Where an application for planning permission is made in the normal course of events,
objections can be made to it being granted. Where an LDO is in place there is no need for
an application and therefore no opportunity to object to the proposal.
Where planning permission is granted generally it can be made subject to conditions, and
these conditions can include things which seek to protect the amenity of existing residents
(including the consequences specifically related to the construction phase, for example
hours of working).
The proposed LDO contains conditions (in Schedule 4) but as far as I can see none of those
seek to protect the existing residents' amenity during the construction phase. Is it not the
nature of an LDO to consider the impact during the construction phase to consider the
impact on local residents? From that, should not conditions be stated regarding conditions
under which development can take place?
You seem to have two sites which you are trying to lump together as one with my property in
the middle. Should you not treat this as two sites and find suitable development for both and
maybe even in different time frames? If you do wish to have one site, why are you not going
the whole way and including all of my property and also 9 Northumberland Place in the
LDO? This would give Teignmouth a potential development to be proud of?
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We consider that closure of TAAG would be a real waste of a great asset to the town.
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1 Introduction

1.2 states LDO’s are decided locally - TAAG has very strong, local
following that is not evident in LDO doc.

2 Brunswick Street site

From page 3 Description of Area and development considerations. Note TAAG
is not mentioned in description but:

The former garage premises in the northern section provide a frontage to
Brunswick Street and also a secondary retail frontage to Northumberland Place

Development considerations
2.5 The Council and its partners have assembled comprehensive site
information for the Brunswick Street site in order to provide developers with a
detailed understanding of the site and to assist them in devising their proposals.

3 Statement of Reasons

Page 6 (3.1) – This should mention Teignmouth Arts and Community
Centre (TAAG ) as it is existing and already responsible for regeneration of the
area

Local Development Order page

Pages7-9 Lists types of development - See below question Q2f LDO Site
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Boundary (Schedule 1) See page 6 of report – includes TAAG and shops on
Northumberland place up to George Street

LDO Site Boundary

Swanson’s garage site consists of two areas. Derelict site on Brunswick Street
(Swanson’s Garage workshops) constructed of rotting timber and corrugated
iron suitable for demolition and TAAG (formerly Swanson’s garage
showrooms), which is conventionally built in a conservation area and suitable
for renovation. The site plan is deceptive as it looks like a through site. The
boundary wall for TAAG should be included as for other buildings. Pages in the
Contamination and Geotechnical report, which will be read by people not
familiar with the site, uses images from more than 6 years ago that are not truly
representing the current condition of TAAG.

Description of development permitted (Schedule 2)
Page 7-9

4.4 TAAG is existing and does not need a change of use

4.12 CIL - explanation
•

A mechanism for developer contributions to the community

•

To contribute towards infrastructure needed to support the
development of the area

•

A charge per square metre of floorspace

•

Not mandatory

CIL will be administered on some types of development and should be used to
support TAAG
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Prior information and requirements (Schedule 3)

Page 13 – Table information
There is no specific detail provided for the development of the TAAG site so, at
the moment, it can be developed within the LDO guidelines which means it is
made available to developers. This is not particularly clear visually as the TAAG
site is not included in the 3d plans in the Design Guidance Doc. This document
can also be found at http://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/brunswickldo

TAAG is

included in the LDO planning but is not specifically named. There was positive
discussion and support for TAAGs’ inclusion at the last meeting of the Working
Group, but the minutes of that meeting have not yet been published so the
comments remain unseen. This means a developer can decide on the future of
the TAAG site without local guidance. Our view is that TAAG should be left out
of the LDO boundary or have protected status as it is a proven asset to the
community and part of the ‘Riverbeach Arts Quarter’ initiative.

Conditions (Schedule 4)

See diagram and notes page 14

TAAG site is already existing so doesn’t have to fulfil some of the conditions
applied to the Brunswick Street part which is a new build e.g. Environment
Agency Conditions

General comments on the Brunswick Street LDO and Statement of Reasons

There is no mention of TAAG being protected in the future development of
Brunswick Street LDO. TAAG, inspite of its 7 years of support for the Pavilions
Development (Old Carlton Theatre), has been designed out and will not be
re-housed in the new build. Consequently TAAG will be homeless if not
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protected in the LDO document. Developers have to be told that TAAG is
protected. Developers should not be given the power to decide if TAAG has a
future.
Comments on the Brunswick Street Site Capacity, Feasibility & Design Guidance

Yes. No future plans described for TAAG site within this document which
suggests it was an afterthought to include it within the boundary of the LDO.
Also no detail for alternative use discussed at working group as general opinion
is that TAAG should be protected.
Only positive reference to TAAG in the documents can be found in the
Design Guidance Doc. Page 40 which says;

‘Proposed land uses which complement the mix of food and drink and cultural/leisure
based uses centred around the Teignmouth Art Action Group in the northern part of
Northumberland Place will be encouraged.’
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PLAN A showing current space used by TAAG
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PLAN B showing our proposed plan for TAAG
with a
reduced footprint but on three floors
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I am appalled to see that you are planning to build four storeys high at the northern end of
Brunswick Street. I must object to this in the strongest possible terms.
The four storey structure would be opposite to several two storey buildings, (the only two
storey buildings in the street), whereas in the central part where there already four storey
buildings you are only planning to build two storeys opposite them. Apart from this being
completely illogical I must also point out that, not only is this part of the Arts Quarter, a
conservation area, but two of the existing 2 storey buildings (our own included) are listed.
Not only would four storeys opposite cut out our light, (do we still have “right to light”?) they
would completely dominate and overpower these small characterful buildings and totally
destroy the character of this part of the street.
It is also not surprising that concern has already been expressed by the owners of Endymion
House, the new flats in George Street (at the northern end of Brunswick Street) regarding
their blocked views and reduction in light. I would earnestly request that you re-consider the
height of the new buildings at the northern end of Brunswick Street and only allow the
developers to build two storeys high. Obviously, if you stick to your plan to build four storeys
high that will have an impact on the value of our property and we would expect some form of
compensation and/or a substantial reduction in council tax.
My other concern about the project is the style and character of the new buildings. You do
say on your website that the new buildings would be sympathetic to the character of the
area, (already discredited by proposing 4 storeys opposite, 2 storeys as above), and that
they will “enhance” the area. Similar claims have been made by the developers of the new
building replacing the old Carlton Theatre on the Den in Teignmouth. The complete design
for this monstrosity has been derived from a shoe box with square holes cut in the sides.
In all seriousness I would ask that a genuine effort is made to blend in with and complement
the surrounding buildings and general ethos and character of this lovely little town. Perhaps
a discussion with the architects used by Wetherspoons would be of benefit? They have
recently completed refurbishing an old building in the town centre and, in my view, have
successfully designed a building which is fresh and modern but blends in with and sits
comfortably alongside adjoining buildings and surrounding area.
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I was shown a map of your proposed development scheme for the area. It is clear from the
map that you are totally unaware of the existence of TAAG as it is still marked as a derelict
garage. You really need to go and see it!
For quite a few years now it has been the centre of a notable arts area, bringing in people
from outside to use the galleries and workshops and has really made a name for
Teignmouth. This also brings money into the town while enriching it culturally. I cannot
emphasise the importance of this strongly enough.
An enormous amount of work has been done and is still being done to achieve this. The
proposed development of the site has caused a great deal of distress amongst those people
involved.
I suggest that TAAG be the main feature of the development so that it can continue to be the
hub of the arts area in the town. Why kill the goose that lays the golden eggs.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D138

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

Response Form

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Introduction – It is vital that the LDO makes requirements for the visual impact of
development.
Two organisations, both very much at the heart of Teignmouth operate on this
area, TAAG and the rowing club. They must be considered.
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The Brunswick Street Site – “rich architectural character” must be reference point for visual
impact. Former garage premises currently housing TAAG and the rowing club, provision for
these two should be included in LDO.
Statement of Reasons – “structural coherency and compatibility with existing architectural
environment” Vital strong concern over Building Heights.
Para 3.4, “community facilities in prime location” TAAG is used by hundreds of people and
makes a huge contribution to the community. Rowing Club has 600 members, a major
activity for people of Teignmouth both as participants and spectators, plus brings many
people to town.
LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1) – As your illustrations show Brunswick St boundary is a
light open space, building heights should be limited so as not to enclose it.
Description of development permitted (Schedule 2) – Building heights at corner of Brunswick
& George Street too high, will turn those streets into dark corridors.
Prior information and requirements (Schedule 3) – Restrict heights to 2 & 3 storeys please.
Conditions (Schedule 4) – “Building Heights and Scale” More 4 storey buildings opposite the
two existing ones would take a great deal of light and have a negative impact on the feel of
that area. (currently includes a small often sunny garden) Central and southern sections
should match height of existing 2 storey buildings.
General comments – Please recognise the huge contribution to the heart of Teignmouth
made by the various activities of TAAG and the rowing club. Also, they bring many people to
the town. Think of the crowds of people of all ages watching boat races and the attraction of
the sculpture trail. Provision for these organisations should by key to the LDO if the
development is to really contribute to the town.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D139

Consultee
Type:

Response Form

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:
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As an individual

Modern build yet with classical proportions, in regional and local style, materials. As
historically a ‘market’, area to bring back the heart of this part of town.
The provision of community and small businesses would be a preference.
Green roofs and solar power to enrich this area.
Brunswick Street Design Guidance – Option 2,3 or 4. It is an opportunity to create a
distinctive area of relaxed mixed use facilities and retain local character. As slow (single
lane) traffic and tree lined with a central focus eg fountain, sculpture & plenty of street
furniture, outside performance (casual) for folk festival & buskers etc, cycle racks and path.
An area that would be key to visit.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D140

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

Response Form

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Introduction – A golden opportunity to further enhance community facilities, link with its
nautical history and provide needed employment and housing for young families.
The Brunswick Street Site – Please recognise the important role played by TAAG both for
the increasing visitors to Art exhibitions and the well being of the participants, all ages. e.g
schools, elderly & disabled.
Statement of Reasons – Especially agree with para 3.4 “provide much needed housing &
community facilities in a prime location” essential for the life and soul of Teignmouth.
Affordable housing is essential.
The Local Development Order – People will stay within the town if jobs and housing are
available, hotels in any great number will only partially help the situation making Option 1
totally inappropriate.
LDO Site Boundary (Schedule 1) – Protect TAAG and consider how many people use this
facility throughout the year.
Description of development permitted (Schedule 2) – Renewable energy systems plus water
retention will be even more crucial following the climate negotiations in November in Paris.
Why not prepare now for the inevitable?
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Prior information and requirements (Schedule 3) – The requirement, in fourth bullet point of
the table should not read “where possible” but be compulsory.
Four storeys are not suitable anywhere in the Local Development Order.
LDO Conformity Process – Having seen how affordable housing has been removed from
certain planning areas in other towns, it is hoped that Teignmouth would not resort to this.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D141

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

Letter

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

Fully in agreement with the reasons TDC advance for developing the Brunswick Street site
under the terms of an LDO.
The Brunswick Street Site – Paragraphs 2.1 & 2.2 gives an out of date description of the
site. Mention should surely be made of the improvement TAAG has made to the disused
garage by developing it as a centre for the arts and the influence this has had on the
neighbouring area with the recent arrival of a number of small arts & crafts shops in
Northumberland Place & George Street end of Brunswick Street and establishment of a
regular Saturday craft fair in the paved area adjoining the TAAG Centre. The local press is
already describing this part of the town as its Arts Quarter and as an additional tourist
attraction. Surely an Arts Quarter with TAAG at its centre is something which TDC would
wish to retain. The present TAAG developments should therefore be included in the present
site description. This would certainly add weight to the very modest reference to them in the
second bullet point in the Land Use section of the Design Guidance document.
General Comments – There should have been wider discussion at an earlier stage about the
draft LDO and the contents of the document with details of any people and organisations
involved published in an appendix.
One’s concern is that development under the LDO in the current austerity climate, will
ultimately be solely determined by financial considerations, scale of profit for the developer
and future generation of income for TDC, without sufficient consideration being given to the
wishes of members of the local general public for better community services, improved and
affordable housing accommodation and social facilities in the centre of Teignmouth,
particularly for the rapidly increasing number of older people in the town.
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Brunswick Street Design Guidance – Whilst agreeing that the building of a modern hotel in
Teignmouth is of high priority, it is strongly felt that Brunswick Street is not suitable for a
large hotel as illustrated in Option 1. It would be better sited on East cliff.
Brunswick Street should be developed primarily for residential and community use with a
relatively small retail element. One would want to ensure that such development included:

(i)
(ii)

Provision for a sizeable block of affordable accommodation for older people
adjacent to shops
A neighbouring building or complex of buildings for community use, forming the
town’s community hub & providing accommodation for a medical practice &
pharmacy (as in Dawlish), local voluntary public services such as the CAB,
Volunteering in Health, the Alice Cross Centre, the TAAG centre & possibly the
local public library (on the lines of the Watermark Centre in Ivybridge)

It is believed that the site has the capacity to include development of this kind which could
properly comply with the design guidance offered.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D143

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

Letter

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation: P e t e ’ s P e o p l e

Reference made to Residential amenity (para 2.15) and Replacement parking (para 2.16).
My property is one of four 2 storey properties (28,30,30A/32 Brunswick Street), two of these
are listed and all are within the conservation area but I note TDC is offering potential
developers (in all four of the proposals) to build a 4 storey prestige block directly opposite us.
This will seriously reduce our light on both the shop and living accommodation and would
destroy our quality of being able to operate the business and damage our residential quality.
Just as worrying is my fear that when pile driving gets underway we will be affected, as when
the developers converting the Old Police Station in Carlton Terrace (behind us) we suffered
cracking and damage to our property and a much larger operation just yards across from us
is bound to cause serious damage. Will you and your choice of developers be fully insured
as of course I cannot add this to my buildings insurance?
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Also for much of the demolition and development (2 years or so) we will almost certainly
have to cease trading if our experiences on the development of Endymion House, George
Street is anything to go by as this caused serious disruption and often road closures giving
us a taste of what is to come, already Brunswick Street is under great pressure with the
articulated lorry deliveries and general heavy usage.
Last but not least can you assure us the Quay Road car park will be developed before we
lose the one here, as proposed in paragraph 2.16.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D144

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

Letter

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

In light of the options provided please consider the importance of the TAAG Arts and
Community Centre and their wish to stay at the current building. (shown as ‘garage’ on the
plan)
The scope at the centre for the learning of art, language and music enhances the community
as a whole, not just for now, but for future generations to come both young and old.
We may lose something so vital and important that only with hindsight will it be realised what
a loss to the community the centre actually was. Please don’t let this happen.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D145

Consultee
Type:

e-mail

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:
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As an individual

I wish to voice my concerns regarding the future of Teignmouth Arts Action Group (TAAG)
now situated in 4/5 Northumberland Place and notice that it is missing from the maps printed
with the LDO and its plans for the future re-development of what is known as the Brunswick
Street Local Development process, (Northumberland Place as a garage) being included in
the plans.
I am an artist, living in Exeter and my colleagues and I have spent many stimulating and
pleasant times, having exhibitions; stewarding them; viewing other artists work and talking to
the friendly people who use the centre for classes or social groups etc at 4/5
Northumberland Place. I have visited the TAAG centre on several occasions and as well as
engaging with activities there have also enjoyed shopping and seaside trips as well.
Many artists in the Exeter area are aware of the excellent work TAAG has done and
continues to do for Teignmouth and the wider area. We would encourage you to assure this
creative, dynamic and community minded group a future within the Brunswick Street redevelopment plan. After all, they have done so much already to make their particular
premises (formerly a garage) a sound and pleasant place for their community to use. I am
sure Teignbridge District Council have been impressed and inspired by TAAG's renovation
and rejuvenation of 4/5 Northumberland Place and therefore it would be fitting for them to be
assured of a secure place in your larger re-development plans.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D147

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

Letter

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

We are shocked to find no mention that the site shown as a garage has in fact been in use
as a thriving Art Centre (Teignmouth Art Action Group) since approximately 1997.
During the years since TAAG opened we have seen Teignmouth decline as a shopping
centre to the point where we must have more Charity Shops per head of population than
almost any other town. At the same time TAAG has gone from strength to strength and has
now reached the happy position of being booked 12 months ahead for art exhibitions whilst
other ground floor rooms are constantly in use for language, pottery, mosaic, printing, poetry
and other classes. The centre also acts as a hub for those interested in community matters
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to hold meetings which are well attended. In the last 12 months there has been at least thirty
thousand people passing through the front door and the visitor’s book is available to verify
this fact.
All this has been achieved despite the uncertainty created by the granting of only short
leases. A 25 year lease would have enabled TAAG to seek financing to extend its activities
to the top floor which is presently in a state of disrepair. Just imagine what an opportunity
this new development presents if TAAG is included in it.
This facility would seem to sit very well with the new hotels which will hopefully bring more
visitors to Teignmouth and it can be virtually guaranteed to continue being a success
whereas we fear the same may not be true if the area is just given over to more shops and
cafes.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D148

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

Letter

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

I noticed that you forgot to include the public right of way that exists between the rear of the
mobility shop and Osmonds Lane at the rear of the Oyster Catcher cafe. This has been in
use since the buildings that were in the car park and the building that was at the rear of the
Oyster Catcher was bombed during the war. I have been coming to Teignmouth since the
early 1960’s from where I lived with my parents at Ideford Coombe on a regular basis and
have always been able to walk and play between these points right up until the present time.
I have spoken to other people who have done so since the war.
People have always walked from Quay Road via Northumberland Place and through this
right of way to Osmonds Lane to gain access to the seafront along the designated route up
along the side of the Royal Court flats. They have not been able to walk through Brunswick
Street car park by the mobility shop as this has always been blocked off with parked
vehicles. The hatched area that is there now has only been there for a few months.
The low wall that is adjoining the right of way has always been used as a picnic area
throughout the summer months for people using the takeaways in that area. The area
behind the Oyster Catcher is always used as a meeting area. I feel that this area should
remain as open space for people to use as they have done for as long as I can remember.
And obviously the right of way will stay in place.
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Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D149

Consultee
Type:

As an individual

Letter

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation:

I have lived and worked in Teignmouth and the surrounding area since 1968 and I have
always used the right of way at the rear of 10 Northumberland Place through to Osmonds
Lane whenever I needed to. Although sometimes there were parked cars there, it was much
easier to walk this way than trying to squeeze through parked cars in Brunswick Street car
park.
I am concerned because when I visited your open day about the redevelopment in
Brunswick Street, I noticed that you were not including this right of way in any of the plans. I
was just wondering if you had overlooked this and feel sure that you will rectify this and
include it in any development.

Consultee
Ref:
How they
responded:

D150

Consultee
Type:

Local organisation

e-mail

Name: [redacted]
Business or Organisation: D a w l i s h A r t G r o u p

I am writing to you on behalf of all thirty-four members of Dawlish Art Group who are very
upset to learn that The TAAG building is under threat. We have all enjoyed workshops,
exhibitions and taking part in activities at TAAG. We had thought that there would be art
facilities at the new Theatre but apparently this is not to be.
We have no Art Centre in Dawlish so find TAAG an invaluable facility for the many artists in
the Teignbridge area. I trust you will take into consideration the feelings of the artistic
fraternity and members of the general public and the many visitors to Teignmouth who seek
out an Art Centre of excellence.
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